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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  
For the City of Palo Alto Utilities (CPAU), TRC conducted evaluation, measurement, and verification 
(EM&V) of CPAU’s Fiscal Year (FY) 2018 energy efficiency programs – which ran from July 1, 2017 to June 
30, 2018. This report presents the findings of that evaluation.  

TRC developed annual net and gross savings estimates of demand (kW), electric (kWh), and natural gas 
(therm) energy savings, as well as lifecycle electric energy savings, for the following programs:  

♦ The Commercial and Industrial Energy Efficiency Program (CIEEP), which has three subprograms 
named for the implementer: CIEEP-BASE, CIEEP-Ecology Action (EA) and CIEEP-Enovity. CIEEP 
provides incentives to commercial and industrial facilities for custom energy efficiency 
upgrades.  

♦ Building Operator Certification (BOC), which provides hands on training to facility operators to 
provide them with the skills to reduce energy use in their facilities. 

♦ Green Building Ordinance (GBO), which has requirements from the City of Palo Alto Department 
of Planning and Development Services that new construction and some types of retrofit projects 
exceed Title 24 energy efficiency requirements. 

TRC used different methodologies for each program. 

♦ For CIEEP, TRC used a combination of onsite verifications and calculation reviews to determine 
savings. 

♦ For the BOC, TRC identified a study that calculated per-participant energy savings for other 
California participants that had taken the BOC training, using a combination of surveys and on-
site verifications. TRC used telephone surveys with CPAU BOC participants to confirm that the 
savings assumptions found in the previous study were applicable to CPAU and applied these per-
participant savings to CPAU BOC participants. 

♦ For the GBO, TRC estimated savings for all projects with documentation showing savings beyond 
Title 24 requirements, by identifying wattage savings (compared to Title 24 requirements) for 
lighting retrofit projects and using screenshots of energy models submitted for compliance for 
whole building projects that met the GBO using a “whole building” approach (i.e., by showing 
through the energy model that the proposed energy use would be lower than the same building 
built to just comply with code). 

Where possible, TRC used assumptions from the 2016 California Municipal Utilities Association (CMUA) 
Technical Reference Manual (the “TRM”)1 and its associated tools – including lighting calculators.  For 
values where the TRM did not provide assumptions, TRC relied on DEER2016. TRC used DEER2016 
because it took effect January 1, 2017 (before the start of FY2018). 

Overall, TRC verified programs representing 7.0 GWh of gross annual ex ante savings, or 78% of the total 
9.0 GWh portfolio-level gross annual ex ante savings.  Because the CIEEP program contributed 60% of ex 
ante gross annual electricity savings, TRC placed a high level of effort for verifying this program.  CIEEP-

                                                           

 

1 ERS 2016 https://www.cmua.org/wpcmua/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/2016-CMUA-POU-
TRM_Final_v692016.pdf  

 

https://www.cmua.org/wpcmua/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/2016-CMUA-POU-TRM_Final_v692016.pdf
https://www.cmua.org/wpcmua/wp-content/uploads/2016/06/2016-CMUA-POU-TRM_Final_v692016.pdf
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BASE had one large project and TRC verified all measures within that project, although sampling was 
used for lighting measures. For CIEEP-EA and CIEEP-Enovity, TRC identified a sample of projects for 
verification. For the entire CIEEP program, TRC’s estimate for gross annual savings achieved 90% 
confidence and 6% precision2. Each program chapter provides more detail on evaluation methodologies. 

1.1 Savings Summary 
This section provides a summary of savings at the program and portfolio level. 

1.1.1 Annual Demand (kW) and Electricity (kWh) Savings  

Figure 1 shows gross annual savings for all programs. The programs that TRC verified for FY2018 are 
shown with an asterisk (*). Programs not evaluated (N.E.) do not have a realization rate, and TRC 
assumed (i.e., passed through) the ex ante savings.  The realization rate in the Total row (i.e., the final 
row of the figure) reflects the weighted average for programs evaluated. As shown, the average annual 
kWh realization rate for the evaluated programs (weighted by ex post energy savings) was 87%.  

Figure 1. Gross Annual FY2018 Demand and Electricity Savings 

*Programs evaluated by TRC 

The savings above include interactive effects in the electricity (kWh) and demand (kW) calculations, due 
to reduced waste heat from lighting retrofits, which slightly increased kWh and kW savings. 

                                                           

 
2 This is slightly overstated, because TRC verified a sample of lighting measures in two projects. Because the 

sampled lighting measures represented the majority of lighting savings at those projects, and because TRC found 
very little difference in the number or wattage of installed measures compared with claimed, the intra-project 
sampling likely did not reduce precision significantly.  

   Ex Ante  Ex Post  

  CPAU Program Demand 
(kW) 

Energy Savings 
(kWh) 

Demand 
(kW) 

Energy 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Realization 
Rate (% 

kWh) 

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

CIEEP - BASE* 414 3,477,251 409 3,018,058 87% 
CIEEP - EA* 71 966,220 70 838,625 87% 
CIEEP - Enovity* 0 915,222 0 794,361 87% 
Green Building Ordinance (GBO)* 0 900,000 0 759,782 84% 
Building Operator Certification (BOC)*  0 500,000 0 603,000 121% 
Small/Medium Business (SMB) 30 469,443 30 469,443 N.E. 
Commercial Advantage Program (CAP) 0 207,043 0 207,043 N.E. 
Business New Construction (BNC) 0 21,169 0 21,169 N.E. 

Re
sid

en
tia

l 

Home Energy Report (HER) 0 821,387 0 821,387 N.E. 
Multifamily Plus Program (MPP) 24 329,707 24 329,707 N.E. 
Green Building Ordinance (GBO)* 0 200,000 0 6,059 3% 
Res. Energy Assistance – Low Income (REAP) 6 121,162 6 121,162 N.E. 
Home Energy Genie (Genie) 3 52,502 3 52,502 N.E. 
Smart Energy 0 6,941 0 6,941 N.E. 

  Total 547 8,988,047 541 8,049,239 87% 
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The primary energy savings adjustments included the following. As shown, some of these adjustments 
decreased savings, while others increased savings.  

 CIEEP-BASE: BASE implemented six measures at one medical campus. Three of these measures 
provided electricity savings – a large lighting retrofit, a chiller replacement, and installation of a 
window film in one building. The lighting retrofit accounted for the largest electricity savings. 
TRC determined that the installed wattage matched claimed. However, TRC made a significant 
change to the operating hours based on a nighttime site visit and information from site staff:  
• In the main medical services building: from continuous operation (8,760 hours / year in the 

ex ante assumptions) to Database of Energy Efficiency Resources v. 2016 (DEER2016) 
assumptions for a hospital: 5,260 hours / year  

• In the administrative building: from continuous operation to a mix of 8,760 hours / year for 
the portion of the building that we found to have lights operating continuously and 2,640 
hours / year (to align with the DEER2016 assumption for large offices) for remaining areas.  

This significantly reduced savings. In addition, the ex ante savings calculation for the lighting 
measure used a code (Title 24) baseline. TRC adjusted the baseline to the existing condition with 
a 15% code adjustment factor to align with the TRM, which did not significantly affect savings. 
TRC did not make adjustments to the chiller replacement or window film savings.   

 CIEEP-Enovity: TRC verified two projects. One project included an optimization measure, and 
TRC found that the customer had reverted set points and therefore eliminated savings. TRC 
made no adjustments to the second project.   

 CIEEP-Ecology Action: TRC verified two lighting projects. TRC made no adjustments to the 
largest savings project. For the smaller savings project, TRC determined that it would have 
triggered code (Title 24), and applied a code adjustment reduction of 15%, per TRM guidelines.  

♦ BOC: TRC estimated savings for the BOC training program by identifying a study that calculated 
per-participant savings using surveys and on-site verifications, confirming through CPAU BOC 
participant surveys that the previous study’s findings were applicable to the CPAU participants, 
and applying these per-participants savings to CPAU participants. CPAU staff could not reliably 
estimate ex ante savings for BOC, because it had never been evaluated for CPAU before, so the 
ex ante and ex post savings varied considerably.  

♦ GBO: TRC calculated savings for all projects that had documentation showing energy savings 
beyond Title 24 requirements based on a file review. CPAU developed ex ante savings using 
savings trends from FY2017. The FY2017 GBO program included a large mixed use project that 
was categorized as residential, and the FY2018 program did not include a similar project. 
Consequently, the ex post savings was significantly lower than ex ante savings for the residential 
GBO program. For the commercial GBO, the ex ante and ex post savings were more similar, 
although there were fewer lighting retrofit projects in the 2018 GBO program than the 2017 
GBO program, which was the primary reason for the 84% realization rate. 

The average demand (kW) realization rate for the evaluated programs was very high: 99%. This is 
because most of the adjustments described above to electricity savings did not affect measures with 
demand savings.  

Figure 2 shows net annual savings. To calculate net savings, TRC multiplied the gross savings for each 
measure by the net-to-gross ratio (NTGR). Where possible, TRC used NTGR values in DEER2016. For 
most commercial electricity measures, the NTGR ranged from 0.55 to 0.6 in CIEEP and GBO (based on 
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DEER2016) and was 0.69 for BOC (based on Opinion Dynamics Corporation [ODC] 20143). For 
commercial lighting measures, TRC assumed the NTGR from the 2017 Nonresidential Deemed Lighting 
Program Impact Evaluation4 conducted for the California Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs): 0.61, because 
this value reflected the California IOU market in 2017. (The DEER2016 value was published Jan. 2017, so 
reflected the market prior to 2017.) Because TRC used sampling to estimate savings for CIEEP, we 
calculated one savings-weighted NTGR across the entire program. Figure 17 in Section 6.1 provides 
detailed NTGR assumptions.  

The NTGRs used here rely on values determined for IOU program participants, primarily using 
participant surveys. Thus, the NTGRs applied here may not reflect the POU population. In addition, 
multiple researchers have commented that calculation of NTGRs using a participant survey approach can 
be inaccurate (e.g., Cadmus 20145; Peter 20086). Finally, California programs do not currently include 
spillover in the NTGR7, which leads to an underestimation of the NTGR. Moving forward, CPAU will 
consider conducting a study to determine local free ridership in its programs. CPAU will also look at 
possibly restructuring programs to address long-term impacts of higher market adoption of existing 
technologies, which may be a root cause of the reduction of claimable net savings of programs. 

For programs not evaluated, TRC assumed the savings-weighted ex ante net savings values. The 
realization rate in the Total row (i.e., the final row of the figure) reflects the weighted average for 
programs evaluated. 

  

                                                           

 
3 https://www.theboc.info/pdf/Eval_Impact_California_BOC_Program_Feb_2014.pdf 
4 Itron 2019, 2017 Nonresidential ESPI Deemed Lighting Impact Evaluation 
5 Cadmus 2014, “The Trouble with Freeridership”. https://www.cadmusgroup.com/wp-

content/uploads/2012/11/Haeri-Khawaja-PUF-TroublewithFreeriders.pdf  
6 Peters and McRae 2008, “Free-Ridership Measurement Is Out of Sync with Program Logic…or, We’ve Got the 

Structure Built, but What’s Its Foundation?” https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2008/data/papers/5_491.pdf  
7 Spillover includes participant spillover: the actions taken by participants to install additional energy efficiency 

measures beyond those incentivized by the program; and nonparticipant spillover: actions taken by 
nonparticipants to install energy efficiency measures, through activities such as speaking with participants about 
their energy efficiency measures. 

https://www.theboc.info/pdf/Eval_Impact_California_BOC_Program_Feb_2014.pdf
https://www.cadmusgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Haeri-Khawaja-PUF-TroublewithFreeriders.pdf
https://www.cadmusgroup.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/11/Haeri-Khawaja-PUF-TroublewithFreeriders.pdf
https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2008/data/papers/5_491.pdf
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Figure 2. Net Annual Demand and Electricity Savings 

*Programs evaluated by TRC 

For programs evaluated, the average realization rate for net electricity savings was 86%. TRC’s primary 
adjustments to net electricity savings were due to adjustments to gross savings – not adjustments to the 
NTGR.  

1.1.2 Natural Gas Savings  

Figure 3 shows ex ante and ex post natural gas savings for the programs evaluated. These savings 
include interactive effects – i.e., the increase in heating use, because efficient interior lighting release 
less waste heat. Consequently, the Commercial GBO program shows negative natural gas savings, 
because most savings came from lighting retrofits. The CIEEP program generated the majority of natural 
gas savings.  

Overall, TRC calculated a realization rate of 74% for natural gas savings for evaluated programs. TRC’s 
primary adjustments to gross natural gas savings were (in order of significance): 

♦ Reductions to natural gas savings for CIEEP because TRC found that a thermostat measure had been 
disabled (CIEEP-BASE) and because an optimization measure had not persisted (CIEEP-Enovity). 

♦ Reductions to natural gas savings because of interactive effects.  

TRC calculated net natural gas savings by multiplying gross annual therms by the NTGR appropriate for 
the measure. For measures that impacted both natural gas and electricity, TRC assumed the same NTGR 
for natural gas as for electricity, since almost all natural-gas-saving measures also delivered electricity 
savings, and it is unknown whether the customer was motivated by electricity or gas savings. For 
measures that delivered natural gas savings only, TRC used DEER2016 where possible. For most natural 

      Ex Ante Ex Post 

  CPAU Program 
Program 
Average 

NTGR 

Peak 
Savings 

(kW) 

Energy Savings 
(kWh) 

Program 
Average 

NTGR 

Peak 
Savings 

(kW) 

Energy 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Realization 
Rate (% 

kWh) 

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

CIEEP - BASE* 0.56 414 1,940,173 0.61 409 1,795,402 93% 
CIEEP - EA* 0.58 71 561,432 0.61 70 519,539 93% 

CIEEP - Enovity* 0.59 0 541,823 0.61 0 501,394 93% 
GBO* 0.80 0 720,000 0.61 0 462,388 64% 
BOC* 0.85 0 425,000 0.70 0 425,000 100% 
SMB 0.57 30 266,593 N.E. 30 266,593 N.E. 
CAP 0.60 0 124,226 N.E. 0 124,226 N.E. 
BNC 0.60 0 12,701 N.E. 0 12,701 N.E. 

Re
sid

en
tia

l 

HER 1.00 0 821,387 N.E. 0 821,387 N.E. 
MPP 0.85 24 280,251 N.E. 24 280,251 N.E. 

GBO* 0.58 0 116,000 0.69 0 4,191 4% 
REAP 0.85 6 102,988 N.E. 6 102,988 N.E. 
Genie 0.80 3 42,002 N.E. 3 42,002 N.E. 

Smart Energy 0.31 0 2,159 N.E. 0 2,159 N.E. 
  Total 0.70 547 5,956,735 N/A 541 5,360,221 86% 
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gas measures, the NTGR ranged from 0.52 to 0.85 for CIEEP and GBO (based on DEER) and was 0.74 for 
BOC (based on ODC 2014). 

For programs not evaluated, TRC assumed the ex ante net savings. 

Figure 3. Gross and Net Annual Natural Gas Savings 

*Programs evaluated by TRC 

** Cannot be calculated; because the denominator is zero. (Realization Rate = 3,543 / 0 = undefined) 

1.1.3 Lifecycle Savings  

Figure 4 shows gross and net lifecycle savings. To calculate lifecycle savings for each measure for the 
programs evaluated, TRC multiplied the annual savings for each measure by the measure Effective 
Useful Life (EUL). TRC obtained the EUL values for each measure from the TRM, or (where TRM did not 
specify a value) based on DEER2016. 

As shown in Figure 4, the realization rate for lifecycle savings for programs evaluated is 66%.  
Approximately half of TRC’s adjustments to lifecycle savings were due to adjustments to annual gross 
savings. The remaining adjustments were due to reductions in the EULs. Note that both CPAU and TRC 
assumed project-specific EULs for lighting measures based on operating hours (instead of assuming the 
maximum LED measures life of 15 years for all projects). 

For programs not evaluated, TRC assumed the ex ante lifecycle savings.  

    Ex Ante Ex Post 

  CPAU Program NTGR 
Gross 

Savings 
(Therms) 

NTGR 
Gross 

Savings 
(Therms) 

Net savings 
(Therms) 

Realization 
Rate Gross 

Therms 

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

CIEEP - BASE* 0.56 37,538 0.53 27,207 15,963 72% 
CIEEP - EA* 0.58 60,352 0.53 43,742 22,356 72% 

CIEEP - Enovity* 0.59 47,750 0.53 34,608 17,688 72% 
GBO* 0.80 3,500 0.61 -1,967 -1,182 -56% 
BOC* 0.85 7,565 0.74 9,230 6,825 122% 
SMB 0.57 1,407 N.E. 1,407 799 N.E. 
CAP 0.60 1,964 N.E. 1,964 1,178 N.E. 
BNC 0.60 47 N.E. 47 28 N.E. 

Re
sid

en
tia

l 

HER 1.00 74,832 N.E. 74,832 74,832 N.E. 
MPP 0.85 808 N.E. 808 687 N.E. 

GBO* 0.58 0 0.80 3,543 2,834         N.A.** 
REAP 0.85 2,708 N.E. 2,708 2,302 N.E. 
Genie 0.80 8,674 N.E. 8,674 6,939 N.E. 

Smart Energy 0.31 4,573 N.E. 4,573 1,422 N.E. 
  Total 0.72 251,718 N/A 211,376 152,672 74% 
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Figure 4. Gross and Net Lifecycle Energy Savings 

*Programs evaluated by TRC 

                                                           

 
8 For programs not evaluated – i.e., SMB, CAP, BNC, HER, MPP, REAP, Genie, and Smart Energy, the average measure life was either provided directly by CPAU 

or calculated by TRC as ex ante gross lifecycle savings divided by ex ante gross annual savings. 

    Ex Ante Lifecycle Inputs for Ex Post 
Lifecycle Ex Post Lifecycle 

  CPAU Program Gross Savings (kWh) 
Net 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Ex Post 
Annual 
Gross 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Average 
Measure Life 

(Yr)8 

Gross 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Net 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Gross Realization Rate 
(%) 

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

CIEEP - BASE* 49,727,831 27,929,297 3,018,058 10.8 32,570,586 19,433,538 65% 
CIEEP - EA* 6,738,277 3,849,623 838,625 5.3 4,413,417 2,678,614 65% 

CIEEP - Enovity* 12,266,330 7,323,248 794,361 10.1 8,034,164 5,095,603 65% 
GBO* 12,600,000 10,080,000 759,782 13.3 10,094,880 6,152,567 61% 
BOC* 3,500,000 2,975,000 603,000 4.0 2,412,000 1,664,280 81% 
SMB 5,349,222 3,048,779 469,443 11.4 5,349,222 3,048,779 N.E. 
CAP 1,108,671 665,202 207,043 5.4 1,108,671 665,202 N.E. 
BNC 211,690 127,014 21,169 10.0 211,690 127,014 N.E. 

Re
sid

en
tia

l 

HER 1,478,497 1,478,497 821,387 2.0 1,478,497 1,478,497 N.E. 
MPP 3,563,086 3,028,623 329,707 10.8 3,563,086 3,028,623 N.E. 

GBO* 2,200,000 1,276,000 6,059 14.2 86,285 60,108 5% 
REAP 1,184,392 1,006,733 121,162 9.8 1,184,392 1,006,733 N.E. 
Genie 629,396 503,517 52,502 12.0 629,396 503,517 N.E. 

Smart Energy 132,087 39,141 6,941 19.0 132,087 39,141 N.E. 
  Total 100,689,479 63,330,674 8,049,239 9.0 71,268,373 44,982,216 66% 
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1.2 Key Findings  
Overall, TRC found that the FY2018 CPAU programs were successful in achieving energy savings. The 
measures in the programs evaluated in FY2018 that delivered significant electricity and natural gas 
savings were: 

♦ Lighting retrofits installed in various programs, including CIEEP-BASE, CIEEP-EA, and GBO  

♦ A chiller replacement project in CIEEP-BASE 

♦ HVAC optimization projects in CIEEP-Enovity  

♦ Savings from actions that BOC participants took based on their training  

♦ Savings from commercial lighting retrofit projects achieving energy efficiency beyond Title 24 
requirements through the GBO. 

Based on our evaluation results, the realization rates for savings were high for gross and net annual kWh 
(87% and 86% respectively), annual kW (99%); and fairly high for gross annual therms (74%) and gross 
lifecycle savings (66%).  

TRC provides more detail and a description of all adjustments in each program chapter (and for CIEEP, 
its associated appendix with project-level results), and program recommendations based on the 
evaluation findings in Section 7. 
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2 INTRODUCTION 
The objective of this project was to verify FY2018 demand, electricity, and natural gas savings claims. To 
meet this goal, TRC verified annual and lifecycle gross and net impacts for select residential and 
commercial programs in CPAU’s portfolio.  

The primary purpose of this project was to meet CPAU’s reporting requirements to the CEC. In addition, 
CPAU will use the findings for internal tracking purposes and to make improvements to programs going 
forward.  

2.1 Overview of Programs Evaluated 
For FY2018, TRC conducted impact evaluations of CIEEP, BOC, and GBO. TRC collaborated with CPAU 
staff to identify programs for evaluation at a planning meeting on August 21, 2018. In general, TRC and 
CPAU prioritized a program for evaluation if it had high ex ante savings and/or high savings uncertainty. 
TRC evaluated the program with the highest ex ante savings: CIEEP. In addition, TRC evaluated BOC and 
GBO, because CPAU expected these programs to provide a medium level of savings (between 0.5 and 1 
MWh) and because there was high uncertainty in the savings from these programs..  

As background on terminology and program roles, several programs, including CIEEP have 
implementers, which are third party companies that manage the day-to-day activities of the program on 
behalf of CPAU, including managing the application process, developing project files and program 
databases, and calculating ex ante savings. Several programs (including CIEEP) use vendors, which are 
third party companies that recommend measures and install equipment or optimizations on behalf of a 
customer; vendors include lighting and HVAC contractors. Depending on the program, the implementer, 
vendor, and/or CPAU staff may be responsible for recruiting participants. 

Below, TRC provides a summary of each program evaluated. 

 Commercial and Industrial Energy Efficiency Program (CIEEP), which encompasses CIEEP-BASE, 
CIEEP-Enovity and CIEEP-EA: This program provides energy assessments and incentives for 
custom efficiency projects. CIEEP is available to customers with buildings larger than 50,000 
square feet. Incentives are calculated based on installed and verified energy savings. Three third 
party implementers provided projects through the program: EA, BASE, and Enovity. Because 
CPAU tracks savings separately for each implementer, TRC provides results by implementer.  Ten 
sites participated in FY2018 – one through BASE, five through CIEEP-EA, and four through CIEEP-
Enovity. These projects installed a mix of lighting retrofits, chiller replacements, operational 
measures, steam trap installations, window film installations, and other measures. 

 Building Operator Certification (BOC): CPAU contracted with a third party – Northwest Energy 
Efficiency Council (NEEC) – which provides in-depth and hands-on training to facility operators, 
building managers, and other building operators and maintenance professionals with skills to 
enable them to reduce energy use in their facilities. Eighteen professionals took the course in 
FY2018. 

 Green Building Operator (GBO): The GBO is a requirement passed by the City of Palo Alto that 
new construction and some types of retrofits in Palo Alto exceed Title 24 building code 
requirements. TRC identified 103 projects with documentation of energy savings compared with 
Title 24 requirements in FY2018. 

2.2 Methodology Overview 
To conduct EM&V for FY2018, TRC used the following overall methodologies.  
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♦ For CIEEP, TRC identified a sample of projects for verification. For each project sampled, TRC 
used a combination of on-site observations and desktop reviews of calculations to develop ex 
post savings.  

o For optimization projects, TRC reviewed trend data and compared actual operating 
conditions to the operating conditions assumed in the ex ante calculations; and verified, 
or adjusted as-necessary, the baseline energy efficiency assumptions.   

o For lighting projects, TRC compared operating hours, the wattage of the installed 
measure, location of the measure (for Coincident Demand Factor - CDF), and other 
parameters with claimed savings, and compared the baseline assumption with TRM 
baseline values. 

♦ For BOC, TRC conducted telephone surveys with BOC training participants to understand 
whether they took energy savings action(s) based on the training. Because TRC completed five 
surveys out of the total population of 13 participants9, which is a low response rate representing 
approximately 90% confidence and 35% precision, and because a previous study found that BOC 
self-reported actions were often inaccurate, TRC applied per-participant savings assumptions 
from a larger California-statewide study that included surveys and on-site reviews from Opinion 
Dynamics Corporation (ODC 201410). TRC’s surveys found that the per-participant savings from 
CPAU participants were higher than those found by ODC (2014), which supported the 
application of ODC savings to CPAU participants.  

♦ There were two types of projects in the GBO: whole building projects and lighting retrofits. For 
the whole building projects, TRC identified energy savings from reviewing the summary page of 
the energy model. For the lighting retrofits, TRC calculated savings by identifying the baseline 
and installed watts from a lighting calculator, assuming hours of use based on the building type 
and applying DEER2016 operating hours and applying HVAC interactive effects. 

The program-specific chapters provide more detail on the method that TRC applied to each program.   

                                                           

 
9 As described in the BOC chapter, TRC determined that five of the BOC participants either did not operate a facility 

in CPAU territory or had attended fewer than half of the BOC classes. 
10 ODC, “Impact Evaluation of The California Statewide Building Operator Certification Program”, 2014. 

https://www.theboc.info/pdf/Eval_Impact_California_BOC_Program_Feb_2014.pdf 

https://www.theboc.info/pdf/Eval_Impact_California_BOC_Program_Feb_2014.pdf
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3 COMMERCIAL AND INDUSTRIAL ENERGY EFFICIENCY 
PROGRAM (CIEEP)  

3.1 Program Overview 
The Commercial and Industrial Energy Efficiency Program (CIEEP) provides energy assessments and 
incentives for custom efficiency projects to large customers. CIEEP is available to customers with 
buildings larger than 50,000 square feet. The program calculates incentives based on installed and 
verified energy savings, typically at a rate of $0.10 per kWh and $1.00 per therm saved over one year.  

The program has three third party implementers: BASE, Ecology Action (EA), and Enovity and has 
subprograms denoted by the implementer: CIEEP-BASE, CIEEP-EA, and CIEEP-Enovity.   The CIEEP 
program accounted for 60% of the ex ante annual electricity savings in the CPAU FY2018 portfolio, with 
the bulk of savings coming from CIEEP-BASE. The CIEEP-EA, CIEEP-Enovity and CIEEP-BASE programs 
delivered ten projects: one from BASE, five from EA, and four from Enovity. For each project, the 
implementer conducted an audit, developed an “Inspection Report” identifying potential energy savings 
measures, and developed a final “Verification Report” showing the savings from the projects as 
installed. The implementers calculated energy savings using custom spreadsheets and models.  

3.2 EM&V Approach 

3.2.1 Sampling Strategy 

Figure 5 shows the total number of projects verified for each program evaluated, where a project refers 
to a site.   

Figure 5. Number of Projects Verified by Program 

CPAU Program Total Projects in FY2018 Verified Projects 
CIEEP-BASE 1 1 
CIEEP – EA 5 2 

CIEEP-Enovity 4 2 
Total 10 5 

Figure 6 shows all projects in the CIEEP program, the projects TRC selected for our sample, and the 
savings represented in that sample. To develop the sample, TRC stratified all projects by annual kWh 
savings into three tiers of approximately equal savings. The original CIEEP program database provided by 
CPAU showed ex ante savings for project #1113 as 199 MWh, and one measure for project #1115 with 
89 MWh and 0 therm savings. TRC developed our sample based on this original database. CPAU later 
updated the database to slightly reduce savings for project #1113 and to include a second measure at 
project #1115 so that total savings were 498 MWh and 17,961 therms.11 Figure 6 lists the projects based 
on the original database to show our sampling strategy, with values in red indicating values that 
changed in the updated ex ante savings. 

                                                           

 
11 The original CIEEP-EA database did show the additional measure for project #1115, but TRC used the main CIEEP 

database for the sample development and did not identify the discrepancy in databases until later. 
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Because it had comprised such a large fraction of savings, the BASE project constituted the first and 
second tier, and all other projects were in the third tier. TRC selected the BASE project (#1101), the two 
largest projects in the third tier (#1112 and #1106) to increase electricity savings reliability, and then a 
random sample based on selecting every third project (#1100 and #1099), for a sample of five projects. 
TRC then selected project 1105, because it has high therm savings, for a total of six projects in the 
sample. 

Although Project #1100 was included in the sample design, TRC was not able to collect enough 
information from the project to verify savings. The project was an optimization project, and TRC 
requested trend data from the customer. The customer’s Energy Management System (EMS) was not 
functioning properly during the time of verification, so the customer could not provide key set points. 
Consequently, TRC ultimately removed this project from the sample.  

Figure 6. CIEEP Projects Used for Sampling  

CPAU Program Project 
Number* 

Original Ex 
Ante Annual 
kWh Savings 

Updated Ex 
Ante Annual 
kWh Savings 

Ex Ante Annual 
Therm Savings 

Selected for 
Sample? 

CIEEP-BASE #1101 3,477,251 3,477,251 37,538 Yes 
CIEEP-Enovity #1112 468,111 468,111 17,961 Yes 

CIEEP – EA #1106 304,385 304,385  Yes 
CIEEP-Enovity #1113 199,180 190,200    
CIEEP-Enovity #1105 193,733 193,733 29,789 Yes- for therms 

CIEEP – EA #1100 102,501 102,501 1,063 
Yes, but removed 
due to insufficient 

data 
CIEEP – EA #1115 89,231 497,711 59,289   

CIEEP-Enovity #1114 63,178 63,178    
CIEEP – EA #1099 37,740 37,740  Yes 
CIEEP – EA #1111 23,884 23,884    

Total in Program  5,358,694 145,640 10 
Total in Sample  4,583,720 86,351 6 
Total Verified  4,481,219 85,288 5 

*Project Number in bold indicates sampled project 

Several projects had multiple measures installed, including the BASE project. For the sampled projects 
TRC verified all measures except for the following:  

♦ For the BASE lighting measure, TRC verified a sample of the lighting fixtures because TRC 
generally found that the claimed measures matched what was installed (in number and 
wattage) and because verifying all fixtures would have taken considerable time (approximately 
two days) and placed an undue burden to the customer. To identify a sample for verification, 
TRC focused on verifying fixtures in the main medical services and administrative buildings 
because these contributed the majority of ex ante savings and verified the exterior fixtures 
because these did not require a customer escort. 

♦ For the BASE steam pipe fitting insulation, approximately half of the savings came from fitting in 
steam tunnels. Verification of these measures would have required confined space training and 
put additional constraints on the site Energy Manager. As described in section 8.2.1, TRC found 
that the above-ground steam pipe fitting insulation was installed as claimed, so did not verify 
the fittings in the steam tunnels.  
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♦ For one CIEEP-EA project that included measures at different sites (i.e., one customer had 
installed measures at multiple sites), TRC developed a sample of sites for verification, by 
focusing on the sites with the largest savings.  As with BASE, TRC found that the claimed 
measures matched what was installed and verifying all measures would not have been a good 
use of EM&V resources or the customer’s time. 

Despite the updates to the database and the removal of one project from verification due to lack of EMS 
data, the sample of projects verified achieved very strong confidence and precision: 90% confidence and 
6% precision for gross electricity savings12. This was better precision than our goal of 90% confidence 
and 10% precision13, and the improved precision was achieved because the CIEEP projects generally had 
high realization rates, and there was low variation in realization rates among projects. 

3.2.2 Verification Method  

As an overview of our data collection for each CIEEP project, TRC reviewed all submitted documentation 
including reports, calculations, equipment submittals, and trend data; and conducted site visits to verify 
equipment installation and collect operational trend data. 

Prior to the site visits, TRC reviewed the project investigation and verification reports and calculations 
(e.g., Excel spreadsheets) to become familiar with project scope, calculation methodology, and savings 
for each of the implemented measures.  During the on-site field visits, TRC: 

♦ Conducted brief staff interviews to determine any major operational or occupancy changes 
since measure implementation;  

♦ Visually verified all lighting and equipment installation for quantity, make, and model 

♦ Reviewed Energy Management System (EMS) schedules and settings; and 

♦ Obtained or requested EMS trend data, screenshots, and equipment performance and 
specification product submittals. 

For the ex post savings, TRC used the data we collected to verify calculation and model inputs and to 
make the necessary changes to revise the savings to reflect current operating conditions.  

3.3 Overview of Program EM&V Results 
Figure 7 provides annual ex ante and ex post gross savings for each CIEEP project verified. TRC’s major 
adjustments included: 

♦ For CIEEP- BASE: 

                                                           

 
12 This is slightly overstated, because TRC verified a sample of lighting measures in two projects. Because the 

sampled lighting measures represented the majority of lighting savings at those projects, and because TRC found 
very little difference in the number or wattage of installed measures compared with claimed, the intra-project 
sampling likely did not reduce precision significantly. 

13 A result with 90% confidence and 10% precision indicates that we are 90% confident that the result is accurate 
within 10%. Similarly, 90% confidence and 6% precision indicates we are 90% confident the result is accurate 
within 6%. Therefore, a lower precision value indicates higher accuracy.  
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o Electricity Savings Adjustments: For the lighting project, TRC updated hours of operation to 
reflect DEER2016 operating hours. The implementer had claimed significantly higher 
operating hours than DEER, including continuous operation of all lighting in the main 
medical services and administrative buildings. Based on a site visit conducted one weekday 
evening, TRC found that many lights were turned off at night, and that the DEER operating 
hours (which assume 14.5 hours per day, 365 days per year) were a better reflection of 
operating hours. For the administrative building, we assumed continuous operation for 
corridors and the laboratory - since the evening site visit confirmed that lights operated in 
these spaces at night, but assumed DEER hours for a large office for the remaining spaces, 
since our evening site visit found most lights were off in other spaces in the building. The 
reduction of operating hours was the primary adjustment to electricity savings. TRC also 
adjusted the baseline to assume existing conditions with a code-adjustment factor per the 
TRM, whereas the ex ante calculations had assumed a baseline using ASHRAE Standard 90.1 
lighting power density requirements.  This baseline adjustment slightly increased savings.  

o Natural Gas Savings Adjustments: For the thermostatic radiator valves, TRC found that this 
measure had been disabled so assumed zero savings for this measure. TRC also assumed 
negative natural gas savings for the lighting installation due to interactive effects, which 
further reduced natural gas savings. In addition, TRC assumed negative natural gas savings 
for the window film installation (due to increased heating needs). The implementer’s 
inspection report also included these negative natural gas savings, but the final subprogram 
total reported by CPAU assumed 0 therms for the window film project. 

TRC did not make changes to the other measures in the BASE project. 

♦ For CIEEP-EA: 

o Electricity Savings Adjustments: The larger savings project (#1106) was an interior lighting 
retrofit, so TRC applied interactive effects, which slightly increased electricity savings due to 
decreased cooling energy (from reduced lighting waste heat). For the smaller savings project 
(#1099), TRC applied a code adjustment factor (per TRM guidelines), because this was a 
fixture replacement that would have triggered Title 24 requirements, which reduced 
savings. Project 1099 was an exterior lighting retrofit so interactive effects did not apply. 

o Natural Gas Savings Adjustments: TRC assumed negative natural gas savings for the interior 
lighting retrofit (#1106) due to interactive effects.  

♦ For CIEEP-Enovity: 

o Electricity Savings Adjustments: TRC made no changes to the larger savings project (#1112).  
The smaller savings project (#1105) included an HVAC equipment installation and 
optimization measure. TRC made no adjustments to the equipment installation but found 
that the building’s HVAC system is now being operated less efficiently than when Enovity 
completed their post installation verification. The primary reason for this reduction in 
efficiency are changes to the discharge air temperature profiles for the air handlers. TRC 
reduced savings to reflect the change in the optimization measure. 

o Natural Gas Savings Adjustments: TRC’s adjustment to the optimization measure slightly 
reduced natural gas savings. 

After extrapolating results from the project level to the program based on case weights, TRC calculated 
CIEEP realization rates as 87% for annual kWh, 101% for annual kW, and 72% for natural gas. 
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Figure 7. CIEEP Verified Project Level Savings 

  

The difference in realization rates for the Total for all Sampled Projects (2nd to last row) and Total for All Projects (last row) is due to the 
sampling case weights of each CIEEP project. In particular, because TRC found a higher natural gas realization rate for the projects in the 3rd tier 
where sampling was used (projects #1112 and #1105), the program-estimated realization rate for natural gas (72%) was higher than the savings-
weighted average for only the sampled projects (58%).  

Section 8.2 provides detailed results for each CIEEP project. 

  
  Ex Ante Ex Post Realization Rate (Gross 

Savings) 

Program Project Number [Measure] Gross kWh 
Savings 

Gross kW 
Savings 

Gross 
Therms 
Savings 

Gross kWh 
Savings 

Gross 
kW 

Savings 

Gross 
Therms 
Savings 

kWh kW Therms 

CIEEP-BASE 

#1101 [Chillers]  1,007,126 115 0 1,007,126 115 0 100% 100%    -    
#1101 [Lighting] 2,442,030 297 0 1,871,128 291 -10,175 77% 98% <0 
#1101 [Window Film] 28,095 3 0 28,095 3 -2,298 100% 100% <0 
#1101 [Steam Pipe Insulation] 0 0 6,095 0 0 6,095    -       -    100% 
#1101 [Radiator Valves] 0 0 17,726 0 0 0    -       -    0% 
#1101 [Steam Traps] 0 0 13,717 0 0 13,717    -       -    100% 
CIEEP-BASE Total  3,477,251 415 37,538 2,906,349 409 7,339 84% 99% 20% 

CIEEP-EA 
#1106 [Lighting] 304,385 0 0 327,250 6 -2,585 108%    -    <0 
#1099 [Lighting] 37,740 4 0 32,167 3 0 85% 75%  -    
CIEEP-EA Total  342,124 4 0 359,417 9 -2,585 105% 225% <0 

CIEEP-
Enovity 

#1112 [Custom Electric 
Measures] 468,111 0 17,961 468,111 0 17,961 100%    -    100% 

#1105 [Custom Mixed Electric 
and Natural Gas]  193,733 0 29,789 93,509 0 26,581 48%    -    89% 

CIEEP-Enovity Total  661,844 0 47,750 561,620 0 44,542 85%    -    93% 
CIEEP Total for Sampled Projects 4,481,220 419 85,288 3,827,386 418 49,296 85% 99.8% 58% 

CIEEP Total for All Projects 5,358,694 486 145,640 4,651,044 491 105,556 87% 101% 72% 
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Figure 7 shows the same realization rate for all CIEEP subprograms (BASE, EA, and Enovity): 0.87, 
because this estimate has good precision: 6% at the 90% confidence level. For an estimate of realization 
rate by implementer, TRC provides Figure 8. 

For CIEEP-EA and CIEEP-Enovity, the realization rates are based on extrapolating savings from only the 
projects sampled for that implementer to all projects completed by that implementer. For CIEEP-BASE, 
because that subprogram included only one project, and TRC verified all measures in the project, and 
the realization rate reflects the weighted average realization rate across the all CIEEP-BASE measures.  
As shown, the realization rate for CIEEP-BASE and CIEEP-Enovity are similar, and lower than the 
realization rate for CIEEP-EA. The realization rates for CIEEP-EA and CIEEP-Enovity are imprecise (22% 
and 20% respectively) because our sampling goal was to achieve 90% confidence and 10% precision 
across the entire CIEEP program, not by subprogram. Consequently, TRC assumed the realization rate 
estimated across all programs for all CIEEP subprograms for reporting: 0.87, because it has strong 
precision: 6%. 

Figure 8. Estimate of CIEEP-Subprogram Realization Rate for Gross Energy Savings 

  Energy Savings (kWh)    

CPAU Program Ex Ante  Ex Post  Realization Rate (% kWh) Precision14 
COM-CIEEP - BASE 3,477,251 2,906,349 0.84 0% 

COM-CIEEP - EA  966,220 1,015,056 1.05 22% 
COM-CIEEP - Enovity 915,222 776,629 0.85 20% 

CIEEP Total (for reporting) 5,358,694 4,651,045 0.87 6% 

TRC had achieved lower precision for natural gas and could not reliably estimate a realization rate at the 
implementer level.  The gross natural gas savings realization rate was 72%, estimated at the level of 90% 
confidence and 17% precision. 

As described above, the precision for the electricity savings estimate indicated here is slightly 
overstated, because TRC verified a sample of lighting measures in two projects. Because the sampled 
lighting measures represented the majority of lighting savings at those projects, and because TRC found 
very little difference in the number or wattage of installed measures compared with claimed, the intra-
project sampling likely did not reduce precision significantly. Also, for one of the BASE measures that 
contributed to natural gas savings, TRC verified approximately half of the installations, since the 
remainder were in a confined space. Because TRC found that the installed condition matched claimed 
for this measure and made no adjustments to savings, it is likely that the unverified installations would 
also have matched claims. 

 

 

                                                           

 
14 At the 90% confidence level, based on a two-tail margin of error. A precision of 6% indicates that TRC is 90% 

confident that the realization rate is accurate within 6% of the stated value.  
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4 BUILDING OPERATOR CERTIFICATION 

4.1 Program Overview 
The Building Operator Certification (BOC) program provides in-depth and hands-on experience to facility 
operators, building managers, and other professionals in the building operations and maintenance field. 
The goal is to provide participants with skills to enable them to reduce energy use in their facilities. The 
program covers various topics, including 

♦ Energy efficient operation of building HVAC systems 

♦ Measuring and benchmarking energy performance 

♦ Efficiency lighting fundamentals 

♦ HVAC controls fundamentals 

♦ Indoor environmental quality, and  

♦ Common opportunities for low-cost operational improvement 

In total, the course teaches students about approximately 100 different actions, including operations 
and maintenance procedures, that they or their colleagues can take to save energy. 

The Northwest Energy Efficiency Council (NEEC) developed the training and has implemented it in 
various regions, including California, the Pacific Northwest, and the Midwest.  CPAU contracted with 
NEEC to offer the course to building operators in their territory during FY2018 (starting in FY2017 and 
ending in FY2018). Eighteen building operation professionals took the course15.  

4.2 EM&V Approach 
The following section describes TRC’s approach to estimating savings from the BOC program. As an 
overview, TRC: 

1. Identified a study that provided rigorous results for BOC savings developed by Opinion Dynamics 
Corporation (ODC, 2014). This study used on-site verifications and telephone surveys to 
determine gross and net savings from hundreds of BOC participants in California and 
determined savings at the per participant level. 

2. Conducted surveys with CPAU BOC participants to check that this population was similar to the 
population of the BOC participants in the ODC study, including checking that:  

a. They were in a position to affect energy use, and  

b. The average energy savings based on BOC-motivated actions was at least as high as the 
savings found in the ODC study. 

3. Determined the number of CPAU BOC participants that should be credited with energy savings 
because they met both of the following criteria: 

                                                           

 
15 Several CPAU staff also took the course, including CPAU account executives. TRC did not include them in the 

calculation since they do not operate buildings and would not directly generate energy savings.  
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a. Operated a facility within CPAU territory, and  

b. Attended more than half of the BOC training classes, based on attendance records 
provided by the NEEC implementer. 

4. Multiplied the savings per participant found by ODC (2014) by the number of CPAU BOC 
participants that should be credited with energy savings to estimate total BOC savings. 

The following subsections provide detail on each of these steps. 

4.2.1 Literature Review 

TRC reviewed literature of BOC savings, including 

♦ The ODC study: Impact Evaluation of The California Statewide Building Operator Certification 
Program (2014)16. This study evaluated the BOC program that served 543 participants in the 
California Investor Owned Utilities’ (IOUs’) BOC program between 2010 and 2012. The study 
used a combination of surveys and on-site verifications to determine whether participants took 
action and (for those that did) to estimate savings from those actions. The study estimated gross 
savings of 46 MWh and 710 therms per year per participant.  

♦ A market progress study by Northwest Energy Efficiency Alliance (NEEA) 17 that estimates 
savings at 2.5% of facility electricity use per BOC participant, based on surveys. 

♦ An evaluation for the Wisconsin Focus on Energy BOC program18, which estimated savings of 
84.9 MWh/year and 36 therms per year per participant based on surveys. 

Based on our review, the ODC (2014) study was the most relevant and accurate source for the CPAU 
BOC evaluation, because it was based on savings from California facilities (and heating and cooling 
savings could vary in different regions), and it used on-site verifications - not just surveys - to determine 
savings. In addition, the ODC (2014) study found lower savings per participant than the other studies, so 
it was more conservative.  

4.2.2 Interviews with Past BOC Evaluator and Implementer and Attendance Record Review  

Because the ODC (2014) study was published five years ago and the BOC training has changed 
somewhat over the years, TRC held phone interviews with the primary author of the ODC (2014) 
evaluation and the implementer to discuss whether the ODC findings were applicable to the CPAU BOC 
FY2018 program. Both the ODC evaluator and implementer estimated that savings would be at least as 
high, if not higher for FY2018, because the implementer has made minor improvements to the program 
based on feedback in the past few years that would likely lead to slight increases in energy savings. Also, 
although the ODC (2014) findings were based on savings from certified participants, the implementer 
reported that the certification structure has changed since the report was published. Prior to 2016, 

                                                           

 
16 https://www.theboc.info/pdf/Eval_Impact_California_BOC_Program_Feb_2014.pdf  
17 https://neea.org/img/uploads/boc-expansion-initiative-market-progress-evaluation.pdf 
18 https://www.theboc.info/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Eval-Focus-on-Energy-Training-Evaluation-
JAN022015-3.pdf 

 

https://www.theboc.info/pdf/Eval_Impact_California_BOC_Program_Feb_2014.pdf
https://neea.org/img/uploads/boc-expansion-initiative-market-progress-evaluation.pdf
https://www.theboc.info/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Eval-Focus-on-Energy-Training-Evaluation-JAN022015-3.pdf
https://www.theboc.info/wp-content/uploads/2015/07/Eval-Focus-on-Energy-Training-Evaluation-JAN022015-3.pdf
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anyone that completed the training was “certified”, and the certification was simply a training certificate 
of completion. Consequently, the ODC (2014) savings would be applicable to any participant that took 
the majority of the courses were considered certified. Based on this interview finding, TRC requested 
that the implementer provide the attendance records (i.e., number of classes attended by each CPAU 
BOC participant), to identify the number that attended the majority of classes. 

As part of the interview with the ODC evaluator, TRC asked for her opinion on the key parameters that 
we should gather to determine if the ODC savings could be applied to CPAU BOC participants in our 
surveys. The ODC evaluator reported that the key parameters are whether the participant was in a 
position to save energy (i.e., role or staff title) and whether they took action based on the training. TRC 
included these questions as part of the BOC participant survey guide. 

4.2.3 Surveys with Participants 

TRC requested telephone surveys with the fifteen participants in the CPAU BOC program that had a 
facility in CPAU territory.19 As described below, four participants completed surveys via telephone and 
one completed a partial survey via email. The purpose of the surveys was to determine if the savings 
determined in the ODC (2014) study were applicable to the CPAU BOC participants. TRC developed a 
survey guide that gathered information including: 

♦ The participant’s staff title and whether the participant in a position that enabled him/her to 
affect energy use 

♦ Whether the participant took action based on the BOC training. For time constraints, the 
surveyor asked the respondent to focus on actions that were not rebated through a CPAU 
program. 

♦ If so, detailed information regarding 

o The building address(es) where they took the action. TRC used this information to 
estimate square footage of the facility(es) based on Google Maps. 

o The type of business occupying the building. 

o Basic information on the building, including information on the heating and cooling 
systems and fuel sources for these systems. 

o The type(s) of action(s) they took, including whether they received a CPAU rebate for 
the action20, equipment installed or operational changes made, end uses affected, and 
whether the action affected the entire facility or only a portion. 

♦ Feedback on the training (questions asked on a 5-point scale), including their overall satisfaction 
with the BOC training, whether they would recommend it to a colleague, their interest in taking 
a more detailed Tier 2 training, and any recommendations for improving the program. 

                                                           

 
19 Of the 18 total participants, CPAU staff later determined that three did not operate a facility in CPAU territory. 
20 While the surveyor asked the respondent to focus on unrebated actions, we also asked the respondent to 

confirm that the actions described were not rebated, to double check that the actions were not accounted for in 
another program. 
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TRC sent an initial email to all BOC participants requesting a phone survey. For BOC participants that did 
not respond, where CPAU staff could provide phone numbers, TRC followed up by phone to request a 
survey. For BOC participants where TRC did not have a phone number, we sent another email. TRC made 
at least two attempts to request a survey. In total, four participants provided a phone survey. 

At the third attempt, TRC provided BOC participants the option of responding to five questions via email. 
These email questions were: 

♦ Do you conduct or manage operations or maintenance activities at a facility? 

♦ Have you or a colleague that participated in the BOC training taken any actions or replaced any 
equipment to save energy, during or after your BOC training? 

♦ If so, what actions did you take? Please provide a brief description of each, and the address of 
the facility(ies) where you took the action. Only describe actions for which you did NOT receive a 
CPAU rebate. 

♦ Overall, how satisfied were you with the BOC training, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is very 
unsatisfied and 5 is very satisfied? 

♦ Do you have any recommendations for improving the BOC training? 

One participant responded via email. In total, five BOC participants provided survey responses. 

4.2.4 Review of CPAU Rebate Databases to Account for Double-counting Savings  

To avoid double counting savings, TRC used two approaches to identify actions taken based on the BOC 
training that were also rebated by a CPAU resource-based program. TRC asked BOC participants in the 
surveys whether they had received rebates for the actions they described. In addition, TRC reviewed the 
commercial rebate databases – specifically the CIEEP, Commercial Advantage Program (CAP), and Small 
/ Medium Business (SMB) program databases for measures installed at the building addresses identified 
by the participants.  

4.3 EM&V Results 

4.3.1 Summary of ODC (2014) Findings 

ODC primarily used the on-site verifications to determine gross savings, and surveys to determine a net-
to-gross ratio (NTGR). One reason why ODC relied primarily on the on-site verifications for gross savings 
was because they found that approximately two-thirds of the actions reported by participants in surveys 
were inaccurate. In some cases, reported actions had not been taken, while in other cases, actions had 
been undercounted or not reported.  

To avoid double counting savings from participants at the same facility, the ODC (2014) study 
determined gross savings by adding up all savings identified through the on-site verifications and 
dividing total savings by the number of BOC training participants at these facilities. This is because 
participants from the same facility would have overlapping savings. In other words – if one BOC 
participant reported taking actions at his/her facility, and there was another BOC participant at the 
same facility, ODC assumed no additional savings for the second participant to avoid double counting. 

The study estimated an electricity savings NTGR of 0.69 and a natural gas savings NTGR of 0.74. The 
study also estimated a measure life of these savings of four years, based on information from NEEC that 
actions recommended through the program had measure lives of two to twelve (2-12) years. 
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In total, the study estimated per participant savings of: 

♦ 46 MWh/year gross savings 

♦ 32 MWh/year net savings  

♦ 4.5 kW/year of net demand, 

♦ 710 therms /year gross savings, and 

♦ 525 therms/year net savings 

4.3.2 CPAU BOC Survey Responses 

Based on the five survey responses, all participants that responded were in a position that enabled them 
to save energy.  

4.3.2.1 Respondents that Did Not Take Action  

Respondents 1 and 2: Two reported they did not take action. One reported that his company 
outsourced all maintenance work and equipment replacement to vendors, and his job was only to 
manage vendors. One reported his company planned to move facilities soon, so his company did not 
want to invest in the facility. 

4.3.2.2 Savings from Respondents that Took Action  

Three reported that they did take action based on the BOC training, as described below.  

Respondent 3: One reported that she and her colleagues (that also took the BOC training) adjusted 
lighting schedules because of daylight savings time, and upgraded their irrigation system at their site, 
including replacing some nozzles. The respondent could not recall more detail on the lighting schedule 
change, such as the number of hours changed or whether they adjusted the schedule for the entire 
facility or only part of the facility. Although these actions likely saved electricity through reduced lighting 
and pumping (for irrigation), TRC did not have enough information to estimate savings, so conservatively 
assumed zero savings from this participant’s actions. 

Respondent 4: One reported that she checked and adjusted minimum settings and lockouts for 
economizers at multiple facilities that she operated in CPAU territory. The vast majority of these 
facilities did not have air conditioning, and the respondent could not recall if she fixed economizers at 
the facilities with air conditioning. TRC used the following equation and assumptions to calculate natural 
gas savings from the economizer improvements. TRC conservatively assumed zero electricity savings 
from this participant’s actions, as described below.  

Annual Space Heating (therms/yr) = CEUS Heating EI kBtu/sf/yr21 * Total sf * 1 therm/100 kBtu  

Savings (therms/yr) = Annual Space Heating * 5% Savings for Repairing Economizer operation22  

= 14.87 kBTU/sf/yr x 680,000 sf x 1/100*5% = 5,056 therms/year 

                                                           

 
21 2006 CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL END-USE SURVEY, pg. 198, Table 9-23 (PG&E Service Territory, Schools - assume natural gas heat) 
22 Engineer’s estimate 
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TRC estimated savings as 5,056 therms/year for this participant.     
   

Respondent 5: One reported that he took several actions at two main facility complexes.  

♦ At one four-building complex, the respondent reported he:  

o Replaced four boilers from 80% efficient to 96% efficient boilers, and with a modulating 
boiler with a 7-to-1 turndown capability integrated into our DDC system.  

o Changed all site lighting to LED. 

♦ At a six-building complex:  

o Replaced reciprocating compressors with variable speed and modulation fans and 
electronic expansion valves in two of the buildings. 

o Changed approximately 200 zones to direct digital control (DDC) on zone level and 
changed all parking lot lighting and stairwell lighting to LED. 

TRC estimated electricity savings from this participant by applying the following equations, and 
assuming the square footage of buildings and site areas (for exterior lighting) based on the facility 
information from Google maps:   

♦ Site Lighting: 

Annual Lighting (kWh/yr) = CEUS Lighting EUI kWh/sf-yr23 * Total Office sf 

Savings (kWh/yr) = Annual Lighting * (post efficacy – pre efficacy)24/pre efficacy 

Total: = 4.24 kWh/sf-yr * 100,344 sf = 425,459 kWh/yr 

Savings = 425,459 kWh/yr * (89.96 - 59.00) lumen/watt / 59.0 lumen/watt = 221,239 kWh/yr 

♦ Chillers: 

Savings = 383 kWh/ton (above code)25 * 4 chillers * 75 ton/chiller = 114,900 kWh/yr 

DDC Upgrade: 

Baseline (kWh/yr): CEUS Cooling & Vent EI kWh/sf/yr26 * Total sf 

Assume savings of 10% of HVAC27 

= 6.08 kWh/sf/yr x 333,254 sf * 10% = 202,618 kWh/year 

                                                           

 
23 2006 CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL END-USE SURVEY, pg. 192, Table 9-10 (PG&E Service Territory, Large Office) 
24 "Exploring Linear LED Lamp Performance in a Variety of Commercial Fixtures" from CLTC results, Nov 2017 for fluorescent wrap fixture (pre-

efficacy) vs. the average of the LED wrap fixtures (post-efficacy) as taken from study results (Table 1). 
25 DEER READI tool, Energy Impact Value: above code savings for water cooled chiller (DEER 2011)  
26 2006 CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL END-USE SURVEY, pg. 192, Table 9-10 & 9-11(PG&E Service Territory, Large Office) 
27 2002 Enhanced Automation Technical Options Guidebook (pg. 31) - assume 10% of HVAC energy use especially when a poorly 

operating/maintained pneumatic or an older DDC has been upgraded.   Reprogramming or installing additional monitoring and control 
points in an existing system can provide energy savings as well". 
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♦ Exterior Lighting: 

 Baseline (kWh/yr): CEUS Exterior Lighting EI kWh/sf/yr28  * Total sf 

Savings (kWh/yr) = Annual Lighting * (post efficacy - pre efficacy)29 /pre efficacy 

Savings = 106,641 kWh/yr * (89.96 - 59.00) lumen/watt / 59.0 lumen/watt = 55,453 kWh/yr 

♦ Total Electric Savings = Site Ltg + Chillers + DDC Upgrades + Ext Ltg 

(221,239 + 114,900 + 202,618 + 55,453) kWh/yr = 594,210 kWh/yr = 594 MWh/yr 

TRC estimated gas savings from this participant by applying the following equations: 

♦ Boilers: 

Annual Space Heating (therms/yr) = CEUS Heating EI kBtu/sf-yr30 * Total sf * 1 therm/100 kBtu 

Savings (therms/yr) = Annual Space Heating * (1 - base boiler eff/post boiler eff)    

= 20.48 kBTU/sf/yr x 100,344 sf x (1- [90% - 80%]) = 2,283 therms/year 

♦ DDC Upgrade: 

Baseline (therms/yr) = CEUS Heating EI kBtu/sf/yr * Total sf * 1 therm/100 kBtu 

Assume savings of 10% of HVAC31 

= 20.48 kBTU/sf/yr x 333,254 sf x 1/100*10% = 6,825 therms/year 

♦ Total Gas Savings = Boilers + DDC Upgrades 

(2,283 + 6,825) therms/yr = 9,108 therms/yr 

In total, TRC estimates 594 MWh and 9,108 therms/ year for this participant. 

4.3.3 Calculation of Savings per Participant 

Based on the savings from two sites, TRC estimated total 594 MWh and 14,164 therms for the five 
participants that responded to the survey request. There were seven CPAU BOC participants at facilities 
that had a BOC participant respond to the TRC survey – i.e., among the five participants that responded 
to the survey, two had a colleague that also took the training. Using the same approach as ODC (2014), 
TRC estimated savings per participant by dividing total savings by the seven CPAU BOC participants at a 
facility that had a survey respondent.  TRC calculated per participant savings as: 

♦ Electricity savings per participant = 594 MWh/ 7 participants whose actions were reported in the 
survey = 85 GWh/yr 

                                                           

 
28 2006 CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL END-USE SURVEY, pg. 192, Table 9-10 (PG&E Service Territory, Large Office) 
29 Exploring Linear LED Lamp Performance in a Variety of Commercial Fixtures" from CLTC results, Nov 2017 for fluorescent wrap fixture (pre-

efficacy) vs. the average of the LED wrap fixtures (post-efficacy) as taken from study results (Table 1). 
30 2006 CALIFORNIA COMMERCIAL END-USE SURVEY, pg. 192, Table 9-11 (PG&E Service Territory, Large Office) 

31 2002 Enhanced Automation Technical Options Guidebook (pg. 31) - assume 10% of HVAC energy use especially when a poorly 
operating/maintained pneumatic or an older DDC has been upgraded.   Reprogramming or installing additional monitoring and control 
points in an existing system can provide energy savings as well". 
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♦ Natural gas savings per participant = 14,164 therms / 7 participants whose actions were 
reported in the survey = 2,023 therms/participant 

TRC also did not identify any overlap for actions reported due to BOC training and CPAU resource-based 
programs. Several BOC participants worked at facilities that also had measures installed through a 
rebate program, but the participants did not describe these measures when describing actions taken 
because of their BOC training. TRC also reviewed the reported actions compared with the CPAU CIEEP, 
CAP, and SMB program databases and none of these measures were shown in the databases. 
Consequently, TRC made no adjustments to savings due to double-counting. 

The per-CPAU participant savings are higher than the per-participant savings reported by ODC.  The ODC 
study included on-site verifications – which found that many of the self-reported actions were 
inaccurate. In addition, TRC obtained survey responses from only five of the thirteen respondents – 
representing approximately 90% confidence, 35% precision32; the poor precision indicates an unreliable 
estimate. Consequently, TRC assumed the values found by ODC, rather than those estimated based on 
the CPAU survey responses, because we determined the ODC results to be more accurate. 
Consequently, we applied the ODC savings of 46 MWh and 710 therms per participant (for gross 
savings).   

4.3.4 Calculation of Participants Eligible for Savings 

As the next step, TRC identified the number of participants eligible for savings. Of the 18 total 
participants, CPAU staff reported that three did not have a facility in CPAU territory, and TRC 
determined based on NEEC attendance records that two attended fewer than half the classes. TRC did 
not assign savings to these five participants. This left 13 BOC participants that both had a facility in CPAU 
territory and attended more than half of the trainings. TRC assigned savings to these 13 participants.  

It is worth noting that, among the 13 BOC participants that TRC assigned savings, a few had left their 
position at the time of our survey. TRC still assigned savings to these participants, because they may 
have taken action due to the BOC program that resulted in energy savings before they left (and that may 
still persist), and because this is the methodology that ODC used for their study. 

4.3.5 Calculation of Program Savings 

To calculate savings from participants, TRC multiplied the savings per participant determined in the ODC 
(2014) study and multiplied it by the number of CPAU participants eligible for savings.    

  

                                                           

 
32 A precision of 35% indicates that the savings estimate is precise to within 35% of the value provided. The 

targeted precision for CEC evaluations is 10%, although 20% is acceptable. 
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Figure 9. BOC Savings Summary 

Savings Parameter Savings Per 
Participant 

Participants 
Eligible for 

Savings 
EUL (yrs) Total BOC 

Savings 

Gross MWh 46 13 N/A 598 
Net MWh 32 13 N/A 416 

Gross Therms 710 13 N/A 9,230 
Net Therms 525 13 N/A 6,825 

Gross Lifecycle MWh N/A N/A 4 2,392 
Net Lifecycle MWh N/A N/A 4 1,664 

TRC obtained NTGRs from the ODC (2014) study which estimated electricity NTGR of 0.69 and natural 
gas NTGR of 0.74. For the CPAU BOC participants, the slightly different NTGRs for natural gas and 
electricity make sense, because the survey responses indicated that CPAU participants installed different 
measures that provided electricity and natural savings. TRC also obtained the EUL of four years from the 
ODC (2014) study. This assumption is applicable to CPAU BOC participants, because the measures 
reported by the CPAU participant that generated electricity savings were capital improvements and 
equipment installations that had measure lives greater than four years – not behavioral, retro-
commissioning, or operational changes with shorter lifetimes.  

The following figure illustrates how TRC estimated gross savings from the BOC program. 

Figure 10. Illustration of BOC Savings Calculation 
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Thus, TRC calculated savings as: 

Gross Electricity savings per participant based on CPAU participants = 594 MWh / 7 participants from 
companies who responded to a survey = 85 MWh per participant 

Since this is greater than 46 MWh per participant (from ODC), we assume 46 MWh per participant 

Total Gross Electricity Savings = 46 MWh/participant x 13 participants eligible for savings = 603 MWh 
 

Total Net Electricity Savings = Gross Savings x NTGR elec = 603 MWh x 0.69 = 416 MWh 

Gross Natural Gas Savings per participant based on CPAU participants = 14,164 therms / 7 participants 
from companies who responded to a survey = 2,023 therms per participant 

Since this is greater than 710 therms per participant (from ODC), we assume 710 therms per participant 

Gross Natural Gas Savings = 710 x 13 participants eligible for savings = 9,230 therms 

Net Natural Gas Savings = Gross Natural Gas Savings x NTGRgas = 9,230 therms x 0.74 = 6,830 therms 

4.3.6 Program Satisfaction and Recommended Improvements 

This section provides responses to the BOC program feedback survey questions. 

BOC Program Satisfaction: Survey responses indicated high satisfaction with the BOC training program. 
Based on the five survey respondents, the average satisfaction level was 4.4 on a 5-point scale (5 being 
very satisfied) for the program. Three out of five participants ranked a level 4 satisfaction, while the two 
others ranked a level 5 satisfaction. Of the level 4 satisfaction respondents, one respondent reported he 
“already had experience so it wasn’t very helpful to me.” He also reported the “Course did not prepare 
me for the test.” 

Likelihood of recommending the training to others: Of the four respondents that responded to this 
question33, all reported they would recommend the same training to others in their facilities. One added 
the caveat they would do so “if I found someone for whom it was a good fit.” Other respondents 
identified specific types of colleagues they would particularly recommend the training to, including 
mechanics, staff in charge of maintenance, and those new to their facility.  

Interest in Level II training:  Of the four respondents that responded to this question34, three reported 
they would be interested in a Level II training that would include more in-depth training on the topics 
covered in the training that they completed, and one reported he would not be interested. One 
respondent that was interested commented that she, “felt intimidated by that idea [Level II training] 
initially but not anymore.”  

Recommendations for BOC Program Improvements: TRC asked all five respondents for 
recommendations for improving the BOC program and two provided responses. 

                                                           

 
33 For brevity, TRC did not ask this question in the email survey. 
34 For brevity, TRC did not ask this question in the email survey. 
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♦ One recommended shorter classes and more engaging instructors. She reported, “Overall, I 
enjoyed the course but not all instructors were engaging. I would have preferred a 4-hour class. 
All day class is too much.” 

♦ The other recommendation provided by a respondent was “open bar afterwards”. 
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5 GREEN BUILDING ORDINANCE (GBO) 

5.1 Program Overview 
The Green Building Ordinance is a requirement passed by the City of Palo Alto that new construction 
and some types of retrofits in Palo Alto exceed Title 24 building code requirements.  Palo Alto passed: 

♦ a GBO in 2013 (the “2013 GBO”) which included requirements for new construction and 
commercial lighting retrofits beyond Title 24 requirements.  

♦ a GBO in 2016 (the “2016 GBO”), effective November 24, 201635, which had requirements for 
new construction, but no requirements for retrofit projects.   

The full language of the 2013 GBO and 2016 GBO are provided in section 8.3 of the Appendix.   

The project database does not designate which version of the GBO each project followed. However, 
because the majority of commercial projects were lighting retrofits, TRC believes that most FY2018 
projects with documented savings met the 2013 GBO. As described below, projects with documented 
savings were either: 

♦ Whole building projects documented with the final page of an Econ-1 from an energy model or 

♦ Lighting projects documented with the final page of a lighting calculator. 

5.2 EM&V Approach 

5.2.1 Source of Inputs and Savings Calculations 

The Palo Alto Department of Planning and Development Services, with assistance from a consultant – 
Integrated Design 360 (ID360) – manages GBO savings claims and documentation. ID360 supported the 
CPAU Department in verifying energy savings under the Green Building Ordinance of Palo Alto in 2018.  
ID360 reviewed building permits to determine qualification for the GBO.  Once projects meeting the 
GBO were identified, ID360 collected screenshots of T24 documentation showing energy savings and 
manually through paper plans.  To enable TRC to calculate energy savings, CPAU and ID360 provided the 
following data sources. 

5.2.1.1 Source of Inputs 

Database of Savings: “FY2018 Utilities Energy Savings Data” (abbreviated as “FY2018 savings”). This 
excel database listed all projects completed in FY2018 and showed 411 total projects (where a project 
corresponds to an individual permit number). The database provided the following fields, although 
many projects had missing fields as indicated: 

♦ Permit Number 

♦ Project Address 

                                                           

 
35 Effective dates based on 

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=defa
ult.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca  

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
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♦ Permit Type 

♦ Description 

♦ Project Square Footage 

♦ Job value ($) 

♦ Margin Electricity Use (kWh/ft2-year) – missing for 305 projects 

♦ Margin Natural Gas use (therms) – missing for 379 projects, although many lighting retrofit 
projects would not include therm savings (unless they reported negative savings from 
interactive effects). Note that the projects that showed marginal natural gas use also had an 
entry for margin electricity use. In other words, the 305 projects that had a missing entry for 
margin electricity use were a subset of the 379 projects had a missing entry for margin natural 
gas use      

♦ Total Energy Use Savings (kBTU/ft2-year) – missing for 399 projects 

Supporting Project Files: 

CPAU provided two types of supporting files for projects with electricity or natural gas savings: 

♦ Econ 1 files: showed the final page of the model showing energy savings based on a whole 
building model. It was primarily used for new construction projects. CPAU provided the final 
page of Econ 1 showing savings, but not supporting pages. Because the GBO requires 
compliance on a TDV basis, some files only showed TDV savings, not kWh or therm savings. 

♦ Lighting calculators: showed the difference in Installed Watts and Standard Watts (a.k.a. “delta 
Watts”) from lighting projects. CPAU provided the final page of the calculator, but not 
supporting pages. To calculate kWh savings, TRC multiplied the lighting calculator result by 
annual hours of use (HOU) based on the building type based on DEER2016 assumptions. 

♦ The 305 projects that did not have electricity savings claimed in the program database also did 
not have either of the supporting files described above. Note that many of the projects without 
GBO documentation were residential alterations, so likely did not trigger a GBO requirement. 
For four projects that did not have documented savings claims, CPAU provided a GB-1 Sheet, 
which is a document created by CPAU for projects to indicate compliance with the Green 
Building Ordinance.  TRC’s intention was to use this to justify lighting savings for commercial 
retrofit projects where lighting calculators were not provided.  None of these files provided 
enough information for TRC to calculate savings, as discussed below.  

Ultimately, TRC determined that 111 projects had supporting files documenting savings, and 305 
projects did not have supporting files (and did not claim savings in the program database).  

5.2.1.2 Savings Calculation for Whole Building Projects 

To verify energy savings for residential permitted projects, TRC reviewed the Econ 1’s provided by ID360 
to determine whether the Margin Electricity and Natural Gas Use reported by ID360 matches the values 
on the Econ 1.   

5.2.1.3 Lighting Projects Savings Calculations  

For projects with lighting savings, TRC reviewed the T24 documentation with design and allowed 
wattages to determine the wattage reduction over code.  TRC then identified whether the space is 
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interior conditioned, interior unconditioned, or exterior for consideration of interactive effects.  TRC 
determined the building type based on the project description; for commercial buildings, TRC assigned 
operating hours based on DEER2016.  In the case that there are multiple zone types, TRC applied a 
building type for each project zone. For residential buildings, because DEER does not include residential 
lighting hours of use, TRC assumed 1.9 hours/day and 694 hours/year based on the statewide average 
across interior and exterior lighting from a 2008 study36.  TRC also applied interactive effects for lighting 
measures using DEER 2013 Interactive Effects assumptions to align with the TRM40037 calculator 
assumptions.  For simplicity, TRC assigned the interactive effect for small offices to all commercial 
lighting projects, because this space type comprised the bulk of savings from commercial GBO lighting 
projects: 1.07 kWh/lighting kWh savings, and -0.0039 therms / lighting kWh savings.   

TRC calculated lighting savings as: 

Lighting Electricity Savings (kWh/yr) = Delta Watts * Operating Hours/yr * 1 kWh/1000Wh 

For projects conducted in conditioned space, TRC also assumed interactive effects.  

Natural Gas Savings (Therms/yr) = Lighting Electricity Savings * Heating IE factor 

Total Electricity Savings (kWh/yr) = Lighting Electricity Savings * Cooling IE factor 

5.2.1.4 Lifecycle and Net Savings Calculations  

To calculate gross lifecycle savings, TRC assigned the expected useful life (EUL) a value of the lesser of 15 
years or the project specific measure life, based on 50,000 hours38/HOU for the project.   For whole 
building projects, TRC assumed an EUL of 15 years, because the majority of measures that TRC believes 
projects would use to exceed Title 24 (based on industry experience) are envelope measures, domestic 
hot water equipment, and heating and cooling equipment –which generally have EULs of 15 years or 
greater.   

For the NTGR, TRC used DEER2016 values where available, and industry best judgment otherwise: 

♦ TRC used the NTGR values from DEER2016 for commercial lighting projects: 0.55. This is lower 
than previous versions of DEER (DEER2014: 0.8), but because DEER2016 took effect January 1, 
2017 (before the start of FY2018), TRC viewed DEER2016 as the most accurate source.  

♦ For whole building projects, neither DEER2016 nor past versions of DEER provide NTGRs.  For 
residential whole building projects, TRC was not able to identify a recent impact evaluation of a 
California new construction program.  The most recent residential new construction impact 
evaluation that TRC identified was a study of an IOU 2006-2008 program, which is too old to be 
accurate.  TRC used industry judgment to assume a NTGR value of 0.8 for residential whole 
building projects, based on the rationale that it has become difficult to exceed T24-2016 and 
T24-2019 due to increasing code requirements. In addition, CPAU assumed a NTGR of 0.8 for the 
residential new construction program in FY2015. (CPAU has since discontinued that program.) 

                                                           

 
36 Gaffney et al. 2010 “2008 Lighting Metering Study” 

https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2010/data/papers/2225.pdf  
37 TRM400_nonres-lighting_v3-15-2016 
38 TRC assumed that all lighting installations are fixtures (with a measure life of 50,000 hours, compared with 

25,000 hours for lamps) because all projects submitted a permit and used Title 24 as the baseline. 

https://aceee.org/files/proceedings/2010/data/papers/2225.pdf
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♦ For the one commercial whole building project, TRC assumed a NTGR equal to 0.8, to align with 
the CPAU FY2017 Business New Construction (BNC) assumption. Because there was only one 
commercial whole building project in the FY2018 GBO program and it had low savings, this 
assumption had very little impact on results.  

Figure 11 provides a summary of EUL and NTGR assumptions.   

Figure 11. GBO Assumptions for EUL and NTGR 

Project type EUL EUL Source NTGR NTGR Source 

Commercial 
lighting 
project 

50,000 
hours/project HOU 

or 15 years, 
whichever is lower 

TRM 0.61 from IOU 2017 Deemed Impact 
Evaluation 

Residential 
lighting 
project 

50,000 
hours/project HOU 

or 15 years, 
whichever is lower 

TRM 0.6 from DEER 2016 

Whole 
building 

commercial  
15 

EUL for whole building 
not in DEER. Measures 
that should contribute 

commercial whole 
building savings have 
DEER EUL of 15 years. 

0.8 
Used CPAU NTGR assumption for 

FY2017 Business New 
Construction program. 

Whole 
building 

residential  
15 

EUL for whole building 
not in DEER. Measures 
that should contribute 

residential whole 
building savings have 

DEER EUL of 10-20 
years. 

0.8 

Based on TRC's industry 
judgment and CPAU FY2015 

assumption for residential new 
construction program. Given the 
increasing stringency of Title 24 

(in version T24-2016 an T24-
2019), it has become more 

difficult and less cost effective to 
exceed Title 24, so free ridership 

should be low 

TRC multiplied gross savings by the NTGR to calculate net savings, and multiplied savings by EUL to 
calculate lifecycle savings.  

5.2.1.5 Projects without Documentation  

There were approximately 300 projects that did not have files showing electricity or natural gas savings.  
The vast majority did not have documentation showing energy savings. A few projects had supporting 
documentation that showed TDV savings only. Some compliance forms (notably the standard output 
from CBECC-Com and CBECC-Res) show TDV savings and do not include kWh and therms savings per 
year; these are included in the energy models, but not provided as part of the standard output report.  
TRC could not extrapolate savings from TDV into kWh and therms savings without additional 
documentation such as the full energy model, consequently TRC awarded no additional savings for these 
projects.   

TRC attempted to estimate savings for projects that did not have T24 documentation by developing a 
correlation between job value and savings based on projects with the same code, for single family 
residential new construction (code 101) and commercial remodel or repair lighting projects (code 436). 
TRC developed a correlation between job value and electricity savings for documented projects of these 
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types, to investigate if there was a reliable correlation. However, correlation coefficient (R2 value) for 
was too low to confidently claim savings.   

♦ Residential new construction (101): Job value ($) vs kWh Savings: R2 = 0.24, Job value ($) vs 
Therms Savings: R2 = 0.06 

♦ Commercial retrofit (436): Job value ($) vs kWh Savings: 0.27 

In addition to the low correlation values, TRC would have needed evidence that the projects triggered 
and met the requirements of the GBO, such as the GB-1 sheet. The undocumented residential new 
construction projects CPAU and ID360 did not provide GB-1 sheets. For the thirty-six (36) undocumented 
commercial projects, CPAU and ID360 provided GB-1 sheets for four (4) projects. For these four projects, 
TRC could not confirm that they triggered the lighting retrofit requirement. CPAU and ID360 provided 
GB-1 sheets and lighting calculators for another four projects.  TRC used the lighting calculator to claim 
savings for these four projects.  TRC could not determine whether projects included lighting retrofits 
based on the GB-1 sheets provided. Figure 12 summarizes documentation available for commercial 
retrofits projects in the GBO files. Note the 2016 GBO does not have requirements for commercial 
retrofits beyond Title 24 requirements, which may explain the lack of documentation for some projects. 

Figure 12. Documentation for Commercial Retrofit Projects 

Total Undocumented Commercial Projects 36 

GB-1 Sheets provided, but had insufficient 
savings information 4 

Lighting Calculator and GB-1 Sheets Provided 
(savings awarded) 4 

No additional documentation found 28 

5.2.2 Methodology to Remove Savings from Program Participants 

TRC reviewed databases corresponding to CIEEP, CAP, and BNC for GBO projects to remove potential for 
double counting.  For projects that appeared in both databases, TRC removed the savings from the GBO 
to avoid double counting savings.  TRC determined projects to be the same if the installation addresses 
were the same and project descriptions indicated the same measures.  Figure 13 below shows a 
summary of the savings removed for double counting.   

Figure 13. Savings Removed from GBO 

Permit Number Gross kWh Gross Therms 
14000-02414 -161 106.0 

16000-01740 8,421 0 

17000-02024 41,753 -152.2 

18000-00551 50,821 -185.2 

 Total 100,834 -231.4 
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5.3 EM&V Results 
Figure 14 shows the number of projects for which TRC determined savings. As shown, TRC ultimately 
determined savings for 103 projects. The majority of these projects (72) were lighting projects. For the 
remaining 308 projects, 305 did not have sufficient documentation and three were removed to avoid 
double-counting savings.  

Figure 14. Total Projects and Claimable Savings 

Total projects in FY17 SEA savings database 411 

Projects where TRC Assigned Savings 

Projects with Econ1 savings  30 

Projects with non-Econ 1 savings (almost entirely lighting)  72 

Projects with both (Econ-1 for building, and lighting savings for exterior) 1 

Total projects where savings could be assumed 103 

Projects where Savings could NOT be Assigned Directly* 

Projects with insufficient documentation   
Projects with blank savings in database and no supporting file 297 

Projects with only compliance TDV (not kWh or therms) savings 7 

Projects with kWh or therms savings in database, but no supporting file 1 

Total projects with insufficient documentation for savings claim 304 

Total projects with incorrect documentation 305 

Projects removed to avoid double-counting with incentive programs 3 

Total projects where savings could NOT be assumed 308 

 

Based on the documented projects, TRC calculated annual savings shown in Figure 15. As shown, 99% of 
electricity savings came from lighting projects.  All but one lighting project was for a commercial 
building. For the whole building projects, all but one was for a residential building. 

Figure 15. Savings Claimed by Project Type 

Project Type No. of 
Projects 

kWh 
savings 

Therm 
Savings 

Average 
kWh per 
Project 

Average 
Therms per 

Project 

% of Total 
kWh 

Savings 
Whole Building 

(Econ1)* 30 7,523 3638 103 50 1% 

Lighting** 73 758,318 -1,956 10,388 -27 99% 

Total 103 765,841 1682 7,435 16 100% 

*Of these, 29 were residential and 1 was commercial    

**Of these, 72 were commercial and 1 was residential    

Figure 16 shows annual, net and lifecycle savings. Per CPAU request, the figure shows results separately 
for residential and nonresidential buildings. TRC categorized mixed-used buildings (i.e., those with 
residential and commercial spaces) as nonresidential, since the largest savings from mixed use projects 
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in FY2018 came from a project that was primarily an office, and a project where parking garage lighting 
comprised most savings. 

Figure 16. Net and Gross Savings Claimed by Building Type 

Building type Annual 
Gross kWh 

Annual 
Net kWh 

Annual 
Gross 

therms 

Annual 
Net 

therms 

EUL 
(Average) 

Gross Lifecycle 
kWh 

Net 
Lifecycle 

kWh 

 Residential  6,059 4,191 3,543 2,834 14.2 86,285 60,108 

 Nonresidential  759,782 462,388 -1,967 -1,182 13.3 10,094,880 6,152,567 

 TOTAL  765,841 466,579 1,576 1,652 13.3 10,181,165 6,212,675 

As shown in Figure 16, commercial buildings contributed most of the kWh savings, while residential 
buildings contribute the majority of therm savings. Almost all savings from commercial projects came 
from lighting projects, while almost all savings from residential projects came from whole building 
projects. 
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6 CALCULATION OF NET AND LIFECYCLE SAVINGS 
This section provides the methodology, key input assumptions and final results at the portfolio level for 
net and lifecycle savings. 

6.1 Net Savings  
This section provides our approach to calculating net savings.  As an overview, TRC calculated net 
savings at the measure level by multiplying gross savings by the net-to-gross ratio (NTGR) applicable to 
each measure. TRC then summed net savings across measures to calculate net savings at the project 
level. For programs where we evaluated all projects, we summed across all projects for program net 
savings. For programs where we used sampling, we extrapolated from the sampled projects to the 
program based on case weights.  

6.1.1 Net-to-Gross Ratio (NTGR) Assumptions  
To calculate net savings, TRC multiplied the gross savings for each measure by the NTGR.  In general, TRC 
used NTGR values from DEER2016, since this version of DEER was published before the start of FY2018. 
DEER does not provide values for all measures that TRC evaluated, so we used alternative sources for 
these measures. As described below Figure 17, TRC also used the NTGR from the most recent IOU 
commercial lighting impact evaluation for the commercial lighting NTGR. Figure 17 provides TRC’s 
assumptions for NTG for each measure, and the rationale for those assumptions.  

Figure 17. NTGR Assumptions for Measure Types 

Measure (FY2018 Programs 
where Applied) NTGR  NTGR Source 

Custom Mixed Electric and Natural 
Gas (CIEEP-BASE, CIEEP-EA, and 
CIEEP-Enovity) 

0.6 – Electricity 
0.5 – Natural Gas DEER2016 

Commercial Lighting (CIEEP-BASE, 
CIEEP-EA, and CIEEP-Enovity, GBO) 0.61   

IOU 2017 deemed impact eval, since this is 
based on 2017 participants and therefore 
reflects the FY2018 market more than DEER 
2016 (data collected prior to 2017) 

Residential Lighting 0.6 DEER2016 

Pipe Insulation (CIEEP-BASE) 0.6 (affects natural gas 
only) DEER2016 

Steam Traps (CIEEP-BASE) 0.52 (affects natural gas 
only) DEER2016 

Radiator Thermostat (CIEEP-BASE) 0.85 (affects natural gas 
only) DEER2016 

Whole Building (GBO Commercial) 0.8 for Commercial  
  

Whole building new construction NTGR not 
found in DEER. Value aligns with CPAU 
Business New Constr. NTGR in FY2017 

Whole Building (GBO Residential) 0.8 

Whole building new construction NTGR not 
found in DEER. Residential value based on 
TRC industry judgment, and aligns with the 
CPAU Res. New Constr. NTGR from FY2015 

BOC  0.69 – Electricity 
0.74 – Natural Gas From ODC 2014 
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For the NTGR of commercial lighting measures, TRC used 0.61, the average commercial lighting NTGR for 
the IOUs  in the 2017 Nonresidential ESPI Deemed Lighting Impact Evaluation39 as shown in Figure 18. 
This NTGR was similar, but slightly higher, than the NTGR in DEER2016: 0.55. TRC used the value in the 
2017 impact evaluation because that study collected data from 2017 program participants, which 
spanned the first half of the CPAU FY2018 program year. The DEER2016 value was published Jan 1. 
2017, so was developed based on older data. Note that recent impact evaluations (published after 
DEER2016) were not available for the other measures evaluated, so TRC could not use impact evaluation 
results for other measures. 

Figure 18. Commercial Lighting NTGR from 2017 IOU Lighting Impact Evaluation 

 PG&E SCE SDG&E Average 

LED fixture 0.39 0.79 0.64 0.61 

Outdoor LED fixture 0.47 0.55 0.81 0.61 

For CIEEP, TRC evaluated a sample of projects. TRC applied case weights to the project-level net savings 
results to develop a program level realization rate for net savings. TRC multiplied the program ex ante 
net savings total by the net realization rate to determine ex post net savings. TRC then calculated the 
subprogram average NTGR by dividing the ex post net savings by ex post gross savings. Because this 
approach combined projects across all CIEEP subprograms, TRC cannot provide an average NTGR at the 
CIEEP subprogram level (i.e., by implementer). 

Figure 19 shows the ex ante and ex post NTGRs for CIEEP, for both electricity and natural gas. As shown, 
TRC assumed the same or very similar NTGRs for electricity as the ex ante values. For Enovity, there was 
one optimization measure where the ex ante NTGR was 0.5 and the ex post NTGR was 0.6, which slightly 
increased net savings. 

The ex post NTGR differed more significantly with ex ante for natural gas. For CIEEP-BASE, TRC used the 
same NTGRs for the natural gas savings measures as the ex ante assumptions (0.6 for pipe insulation, 
0.85 for the thermostat measure, and 0.52 for steam traps). But because TRC removed all gross savings 
from the thermostat measure, this reduced net savings (and the savings-weighted ex post NTGR). For 
CIEEP-Enovity, the ex ante NTGR for natural gas optimization measures was 0.6, but TRC assumed 0.5 
from DEER2016; which reduced the ex post NTGR and net savings. 

Figure 19: Ex Ante and Ex Post NTGR for CIEEP Subprograms 

 Electricity Natural Gas 

CPAU Program 
Ex Ante 
NTGR 
(kWh) 

Ex Post 
NTGR 
(kWh) 

Ex Ante 
NTGR 

(Therms) 

Ex Post 
NTGR 

(Therms) 
COM-CIEEP - BASE* 0.56 

0.61 
0.56 

0.53 COM-CIEEP - EA* 0.58 0.58 
COM-CIEEP - Enovity* 0.59 0.59 

                                                           

 
39 2017 Nonresidential ESPI Deemed Lighting Impact Evaluation, Table 1-3, 1-4 and 1-5 
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For BOC, TRC applied a program-wide NTGR, since this was a behavioral program (i.e., did not have 
different measures with different NTGRs). 

Figure 20 provides program level net annual savings results.  For electricity savings, TRC’s adjustments to 
net savings were largely due to changes in gross savings estimates, not adjustments to the NTGR. As 
shown in the figure, the ex ante NTGRs were similar to ex post NTGRs for programs evaluated. For 
natural gas savings, the majority of adjustments were also due to adjustments in gross natural gas 
savings, not adjustments to the NTGR.  The values below include interactive effects. 

Figure 20. Net Annual Savings 

* Programs for which TRC conducted an impact evaluation in FY2018. 

6.2 Lifecycle Savings 
This section describes the methodology used to calculate ex post lifecycle savings. We begin by 
describing our EUL assumptions, and then describe how we calculated measure-level, project-level, and 
program level lifecycle savings. 

6.2.1 Effective Useful Life (EUL) Assumptions 

For all measures, TRC used the TRM assumptions to identify the effective useful life (EUL) where 
possible. If the TRM did not provide a measure-specific EUL, TRC used DEER2016 values. Figure 21 
provides a summary of EUL assumptions in the FY2018 evaluation.  

  

   Ex Post Gross Ex Post Net 

 CPAU Program Demand 
(kW) 

Energy 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Natural 
Gas 

(Therms) 

NTGR   
(kWh) 

NTGR 
(Therms) 

Ex 
Ante 
NTGR 
(kWh) 

Peak 
Savings 

(kW)  

Energy 
Savings 
(kWh)  

Natural 
Gas 

(Therms)  

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

CIEEP - BASE* 409 3,018,058 27,207 0.61 0.53 0.56 248 1,795,402 15,963 
CIEEP - EA* 70 838,625 43,742 0.61 0.53 0.58 0 519,539 22,356 

CIEEP - Enovity* 0 794,361 34,608 0.61 0.53 0.59 0 501,394 17,688 
GBO* 0 759,782 -1,967 0.61 0.61 0.80 0 462,388 -1,182 
BOC* 0 603,000 9,230 0.69 0.74 0.85 0 425,000 6,825 
SMB 30 469,443 1,407 0.57 0.57 0.57 17 266,593 799 
CAP 0 207,043 1,964 0.60 0.60 0.60 0 124,226 1,178 
BNC 0 21,169 47 0.60 0.60 0.60 0 12,701 28 

Re
sid

en
tia

l 

HER 0 821,387 74,832 1.00 1.00 1.00 0 821,387 74,832 
MPP 24 329,707 808 0.85 0.85 0.85 20 280,251 687 

GBO* 0 6,059 3,543 0.80 0.80 0.58 0 4,191 2,834 
REAP 6 121,162 2,708 0.85 0.85 0.85 5 102,988 2,302 
Genie 3 52,502 8,674 0.80 0.80 0.80 2 42,002 6,939 

Smart Energy 0 6,941 4,573 0.31 0.31 0.31 0 2,159 1,422 
 Total  541 8,049,239 211,376 0.54 0.72 0.70 292 5,360,221 152,672 
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Figure 21. EUL Assumptions 

Measure type (FY2018 
Program where 

Applied) 
EUL assumption EUL Source 

Lighting (CIEEP, GBO) 

Minimum value of 15 years,  
or  

measure life (50,000 hours for 
LED fixture, 25,000 hours for LED 
lamp) / annual operating hours 

TRM 

Controls and 
optimization projects 

(CIEEP) 
3 years  

California Public Utility Commission (CPUC) 
policy40  

BOC training (BOC) 4 years ODC (2014) study 

Whole building projects 
(GBO Res and GBO 

Comm) 
15 years 

Measures that likely contribute to savings 
beyond Title 24 requirements (e.g., envelope, 
hot water measures) have EUL 10 to 20 years 

As a further explanation of the lighting EUL, the TRM provides the EUL for LED lamps and fixtures as, 
“Range of 5–15 years (rated fixture or lamp life divided by annual operating hours for each building 
type).”41 To align with the TRM approach, TRC used the rated life from DEER2016 and divided it by the 
assumed operating hours for the particular building type. For example, for an LED lamp installed in a 
small retail store (DEER operating hours 3,380 hours per year, and measure life equal to 25,000 hours), 
TRC calculated an EUL of 7.4 years. TRC used this approach for lighting measures across the portfolio, 
including in CIEEP and GBO. 

6.2.2 Lifecycle Savings Methodology 

TRC calculated lifecycle savings at the measure level, then the project-level, and then the program-level, 
as described below. 

Measure level: For all measures, TRC calculated lifecycle savings by multiplying annual savings by the 
EUL for each measure.   

Project level: For single-measure projects, project-level savings equaled measure-level savings, by 
definition.  

For projects with multiple measures, such as in CIEEP-BASE, TRC calculated a project measure life based 
on a savings-weighted average, where the EUL of each measure was weighted by the annual savings of 
that measure.  

Project measure life = ∑measures in project [measure ex post kWh x measure EUL] / 

∑measure in project [measure ex post kWh] 

                                                           

 
40 CPUC decision 16-08-019 
41 TRM section 6.4, “LED Lighting”, p. 6-7. 
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TRC then multiplied the project measure life by the annual savings to estimate project lifecycle savings.  

Program level: For the CIEEP-BASE, BOC, and GBO programs, TRC summed the lifecycle savings across all 
projects (or participants for BOC) for the program total lifecycle savings.  

For CIEEP-EA and CIEEP-Enovity, because TRC conducted sampling, TRC applied case weights to the 
project-level lifecycle kWh results to develop a program level realization rate for lifecycle kWh. TRC 
multiplied the program ex ante lifecycle kWh total by the lifecycle kWh realization rate to determine ex 
post lifecycle kWh. 
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6.2.3 Portfolio Level Lifecycle Savings 

Figure 22 provides the program-average EUL, and each program’s lifecycle savings results. The differences between ex ante and ex post 
realization rates were a combination of differences in annual savings and adjustments to the EUL.  

Figure 22. Gross and Net Lifecycle Energy Savings 

* Programs for which TRC conducted an impact evaluation in FY2018.   
N.E. = Not Evaluated 

                                                           

 
42 For programs not evaluated – i.e., SMB, CAP, BNC, HER, MPP, REAP, Genie, and Smart Energy, the average measure life was either provided directly by CPAU 

or calculated by TRC as ex ante gross lifecycle savings divided by ex ante gross annual savings. 

    Ex Ante Lifecycle Inputs for Ex Post 
Lifecycle Ex Post Lifecycle 

  CPAU Program Gross Savings (kWh) 
Net 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Ex Post 
Annual 
Gross 

Savings 
(kWh) 

Average 
Measure Life 

(Yr)42 

Gross 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Net 
Savings 
(kWh) 

Gross Realization Rate 
(%) 

Co
m

m
er

ci
al

 

CIEEP - BASE* 49,727,831 27,929,297 3,018,058 10.8 32,570,586 19,433,538 65% 
CIEEP - EA* 6,738,277 3,849,623 838,625 5.3 4,413,417 2,678,614 65% 

CIEEP - Enovity* 12,266,330 7,323,248 794,361 10.1 8,034,164 5,095,603 65% 
GBO* 12,600,000 10,080,000 759,782 13.3 10,094,880 6,152,567 61% 
BOC* 3,500,000 2,975,000 603,000 4.0 2,412,000 1,664,280 81% 
SMB 5,349,222 3,048,779 469,443 11.4 5,349,222 3,048,779 N.E. 
CAP 1,108,671 665,202 207,043 5.4 1,108,671 665,202 N.E. 
BNC 211,690 127,014 21,169 10.0 211,690 127,014 N.E. 

Re
sid

en
tia

l 

HER 1,478,497 1,478,497 821,387 2.0 1,478,497 1,478,497 N.E. 
MPP 3,563,086 3,028,623 329,707 10.8 3,563,086 3,028,623 N.E. 

GBO* 2,200,000 1,276,000 6,059 14.2 86,285 60,108 5% 
REAP 1,184,392 1,006,733 121,162 9.8 1,184,392 1,006,733 N.E. 
Genie 629,396 503,517 52,502 12.0 629,396 503,517 N.E. 

Smart Energy 132,087 39,141 6,941 19.0 132,087 39,141 N.E. 
  Total 100,689,479 63,330,674 8,049,239 9.0 71,268,373 44,982,216 66% 
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Note that in FY2018, both the ex ante and ex post lifecycle calculations used project specific EULs for lighting measures. In past years, CPAU had 
assumed the maximum EUL (15 years) for all lighting projects, so TRC had made significant reductions for lifecycle savings in previous years by 
adjusting to the project specific EULs (7.4 years, in the example given above). Because the ex ante calculations for FY2018 used project-specific 
EULs for lighting, TRC made less additional adjustments for lifecycle savings compared with previous years.
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7 PROGRAM RECOMMENDATIONS 
In general, the CPAU FY 2018 programs were successful in providing energy, demand, and natural gas 
savings to CPAU customers. The realization rates were high for gross and net electricity savings for most 
programs. The realization rate was lower for natural gas savings (74%) because TRC found that one 
CIEEP thermostat add-on project had been disabled and one CIEEP optimization measure was not 
performing as claimed, and because TRC assumed interactive effects for lighting measures. 

TRC identified opportunities for improvement for the programs for which we conducted impact 
evaluations. While it was beyond our scope to provide a comprehensive set of recommendations (such 
as those developed through a process evaluation), TRC provides the following recommendations based 
on the EM&V results. 

As background on terminology and program roles, several programs, including CIEEP have 
implementers, which are third party companies that manage the day-to-day activities of the program on 
behalf of CPAU, including managing the application process, developing project files and program 
databases, and calculating ex ante savings. Several programs (including CIEEP) use vendors, which are 
third party companies that recommend measures and install equipment or optimizations on behalf of a 
customer; vendors include lighting and HVAC contractors. Depending on the program, the implementer, 
vendor, and/or CPAU staff may be responsible for recruiting participants. 

As overarching recommendations, TRC recommends that CPAU: 

♦ Communicate with its implementers and vendors the baseline assumptions associated with 
different measure types and highlight new baseline assumptions in the latest version of the 
TRM: the 2017 TRM43. As described in section 7.1, TRC’s evaluation found that two CIEEP 
implementers did not identify the proper baseline condition for lighting projects. Furthermore, 
the 2017 TRM includes new procedures for using a dual baseline assumption for lighting retrofit 
measures which will affect several programs, including CIEEP, Commercial Advantage Program 
(CAP) and the Small/Medium Business (SMB). CPAU should provide a guidance document or a 
webinar that  

o Describes the baseline policies to follow for different project types, and  

o Shows implementers and vendors how to use related tools, such as walking through an 
example project in one of the new lighting calculators. 

♦ Work with the Northern California Power Agency (NCPA) to update the TRM and TRM 
calculators to reference DEER2016 assumptions. Some of the TRM references are to older 
versions of DEER44. 

                                                           

 
43 The 2017 TRM was released after the start of FY2018, so TRC used the 2016 TRM for the FY2018 evaluation. For 

the FY2019 evaluation, TRC will use the 2017 TRM, available at: https://www.cmua.org/files/CMUA-POU-
TRM_2017_FINAL_12-5-2017%20-%20Copy.pdf 

44 For example, the 2017 TRM references DEER2014 for some measures.  
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7.1 Commercial and Industrial Energy Efficiency Program (CIEEP)  
TRC’s recommendations are based on observations from our analysis of site conditions, custom 
calculations, program workbooks, and project verification findings.  Overall, TRC’s focus is to help CPAU 
align project savings claims with EM&V results based on codes, standards, calculation approaches, 
assumptions, as well as to improve project savings persistence.  

Verify operating hours that differ significantly from DEER: For the largest savings project, the 
realization rate was reduced because the implementer had assumed much higher lighting operating 
hours than DEER2016 assumptions. The implementer did not provide supporting evidence for their 
higher assumption and TRC’s evening site visit found that the DEER operating hours were a more 
accurate representation for the project. Although CIEEP is a custom program, TRC recommends that at 
least one CPAU application document (such as the inspection report) require the implementer to list 
both the operating hours they propose to claim for a space and the DEER2016 operating hours for that 
space type.  CPAU staff should then compare the proposed and DEER operating hours. If they differ 
significantly, CPAU should request documentation or evidence to substantiate the different operating 
hours, such as lighting schedules from Energy Management or Building Management Systems (EMS or 
BMS), published hours of use, or nighttime photos. For lighting hours that are significantly higher than 
DEER assumptions, CPAU staff and the implementer should also investigate whether lighting runtime 
could be reduced through installation of controls, timers, or stepped lighting. Only if CPAU confirms that 
the lighting hours proposed by the implementer are documented and reasonable to meet the needs of 
the facility, should the project assume hours that differ substantially from DEER.  

Clarify baseline assumption policies: As described as an overarching recommendation, TRC 
recommends that CPAU clarify baseline conditions with its CIEEP implementers (along with 
implementers and vendors for other programs). TRC found that BASE assumed a baseline using ASHRAE 
Standard 90.1, instead of the 2016 TRM assumption for a lighting retrofit: existing condition with a code 
adjustment factor.45 TRC adjusted the baseline for the ex post calculation to align with the TRM. This 
slightly increased savings. For a CIEEP-EA project, EA had not applied a code adjustment factor. Because 
this project would have triggered Title 24, TRC applied the code adjustment factor, which reduced 
project savings by 15%. As described above, while the 2016 uses a code adjustment factor, the 2017 
TRM uses a dual baseline (not a code adjustment factor) for lighting retrofits. Consequently, TRC 
recommends that CPAU clarify this change and how to apply it in an example project with its CIEEP 
implementers (along with implementers and vendors for other programs).  

Ensure optimization projects meet persistence requirements: System optimization projects contributed 
significantly to the overall program savings.   TRC calculated a relatively low realization rate for one 
optimization project, based on our finding that there were changes to the operations that reduced 
savings.  CPAU should strongly encourage implementers to follow CPAU guidelines for optimization 
projects and provide training and/or conduct regular monitoring to enhance ongoing savings. In FY2017, 
TRC had recommended that CPAU should require that optimization projects follow one of three 
pathways, so they can claim three years of savings46:  

                                                           

 
45 In the 2017 TRM, the baseline will be a dual baseline: existing condition for the Remaining Useful Life (RUL) – 

calculated as one-third of the Effective Useful Life from the TRM, and code or industry standard practice for the 
remainder of the EUL. 

46 See the Word document: “TRC CPAU RCx Persistence memo”, to Dixon Yee and Bruce Lesch, dated July 26, 2017.  
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1. The customer provides follow up training for site personnel on the optimization measure 
and documentation that training has been completed. 

2. The customer has a Service or Maintenance Agreement that includes the optimization 
measure set points and lasts for at least three years. 

3. The customer submits yearly trend data and equipment settings information and CPAU staff 
check the key set points for the optimization measure. 

CPAU staff should confirm that its customers are following one of the above methods for optimization 
measures.  

Require confirmation of persistence for large add-on projects. For large savings projects – such as 
those with annual savings greater than 500,000 kWh or 50,000 therms, TRC recommends that CPAU 
follow the requirements for optimization projects above. For medium sized projects – such as those with 
annual savings greater than 100,000 kWh or 10,000 therms, TRC recommends that CPAU require that 
the customer submit a photo or EMS screenshot showing that the measure is still operating 
approximately six months after installation. . TRC assumed zero savings for a CIEEP-BASE measure that 
the customer had disabled, apparently after implementer’s verification: Installation of a Radiator 
Thermostat.   

As leverage, CPAU could consider providing incentives in a staged approach (e.g., half at 
implementation, half in one year’s time after documentation of one of the above persistence options.)  

Include interactive effects and demand reductions in implementers’ reporting: As a minor 
recommendation, TRC recommends that all implementers (including CIEEP implementers) include 
interactive effects and coincident demand factor (CDF) in savings calculations from lighting measures. 
While these factors are incorporated in the TRM custom calculation workbooks, they are often not 
present in the workbooks that implementers are using to claim savings.  CPAU may want to standardize 
on a lighting calculator for acceptance in the program, such as the TRM400. 

7.2 Building Operator Certification (BOC) 
Based on a survey of five BOC participants out of eighteen professionals that took the BOC Tier 1 
training, TRC found that the CPAU BOC participants took action that resulted (on average) in higher 
savings than the savings calculated by ODC (2014) in a statewide BOC study. Because the ODC (2014) 
calculation of savings was more rigorous than TRC’s calculations (primarily because the ODC study 
included on-site verifications, and TRC’s sample achieved approximately 35% precision), we applied the 
savings from ODC to the CPAU participants. TRC’s survey also found that CPAU BOC participants were 
generally satisfied with the training and would recommend it to other colleagues. 

TRC recommends that CPAU offer the BOC Tier 1 training program again to CPAU facility operators. Prior 
to the start of the training, CPAU should ensure that these facility operators meet all of the following: 

1. Manage at least one facility in CPAU territory, by requesting the addresses of the facility(ies) 
that potential participants manage. This recommendation is because three of the eighteen 
participants did not manage a facility in CPAU territory, so TRC did not apply savings to these 
participants. 

2. Pledge to attend more than half the trainings offered. This recommendation is because two of 
the participants attended fewer than half the trainings (based on NEEC records), so TRC did not 
apply savings to these participants. CPAU could use a “carrot or a stick approach”. For example, 
CPAU could offer an incentive for attending more than half of the trainings, such as a gift card or 
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a free consultation from an account rep for installing one of the no or low-cost measures 
recommended by the training. Or CPAU could require that attendees provide a financial deposit, 
that CPAU refunds if they attend more than half the trainings. If participants attend more than 
half the trainings offered but split their participation between different Tier 1 training program 
session offerings (e.g., attend some classes in one offering and other classes in a different 
offering), savings should be applied to these participants.  

3. Have not taken Tier 1 training within the past four years. Since savings persistence is assumed to 
be four years, participants could attend the training again and be credited with another four 
years of savings. 

If CPAU follows the steps above, CPAU should claim the per-participants savings from the ODC (2014) for 
all participants with a facility in CPAU territory that attended more than half the trainings. Another 
evaluation is not needed for another three years – i.e., until FY2021, when CPAU should conduct 
another evaluation of BOC savings47. 

CPAU is currently considering whether they should offer Tier 2 training to their customers, which 
provides more in-depth training on the Tier 1 topics. Although this would likely be a valuable training 
and most survey participants expressed interest in this offering, TRC is unaware of a California-based 
study that has estimated savings from Tier 2 training. For example, the ODC (2014) study did not 
quantify savings from Tier 2 savings. Consequently, TRC notes that if CPAU offers Tier 2 training to 
customers, they may not be able to claim savings from it. 

7.3 Green Building Ordinance (GBO) 
TRC provides the following recommendations for the City of Palo Alto (“the City”48) based on the project 
results: 

For the 411 projects in the FY2018 raw data from the City Development services, TRC determined 
savings for 103 projects.  Projects in the raw data that did not indicate savings above Title-24 included 
the following:  

Over half were residential addition and remodel projects that did not show energy savings beyond Title 
24 requirements. It is likely that these projects did not trigger GBO requirements, since the GBO does 
not have requirements for residential remodels and residential additions.  

♦ There were 7 whole building projects that submitted documentation with TDV savings only, but 
no kWh or therm savings. Two of these projects had large job values ($15 and $17 million).   

♦ There were 36 commercial remodel projects that did not have documentation of energy savings. 
Because commercial remodel scopes often include lighting retrofits, many of these projects 
likely included a lighting retrofit. Although it is unknown why the City did not have a lighting 
calculator for these projects, possible reasons include: 

                                                           

 
47 General evaluation protocols call for evaluation of programs every three years.  
48 CPAU coordinates with other City departments for the GBO program. 
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o The project did not include a lighting retrofit, or was permitted under the 2016 GBO, which 
did not require commercial lighting projects to exceed Title 24 requirements. (The 2013 GBO 
did have commercial lighting requirements.) 

o The project did trigger GBO requirements (i.e., including a lighting retrofit and was 
permitted under 2013 GBO), but did not meet the GBO requirement or did not submit 
documentation, or the City did not retain the documentation.   

To address the issues, above, TRC recommends that the City ensures that they receive, retain, and track 
documentation for all savings subject to GBO throughout the year.  If the City checks GBO 
documentation as it is submitted for eligibility of savings claims, the City could go back to the project 
team and request additional documentation if necessary.  

♦ For lighting projects, require that applicants submit a lighting calculator and retain this in the 
GBO files. Secondarily, request that applicants indicate the building type, in addition to 
documentation of baseline and installed watts.  This is needed to identify HOU to calculate 
lighting savings for interior commercial lighting projects. TRC used the permit description to 
identify building type, but this took some time and may have led to inaccuracies. 

♦ Ensure that savings documentation includes kWh and therms savings in addition to TDV.  TRC 
cannot claim savings that only have TDV savings without more information, because we would 
need to make assumptions of what fraction of the TDV savings comes from electricity (kWh) 
versus natural gas (therm) savings.  The Title 24-2016 Econ-1 models do not have kWh and 
therms on the final verification page, since Title 24 compliance is based on TDV. However, these 
models provide kWh and therms in the “Energy Use Summary” page.  The City should ensure 
that documentation includes kWh and therms savings for whole building projects. TRC has 
provided example screenshots of Energy Use Summary pages in the appendix in Section 8.3.3. 

♦ Consider re-instating requirements for commercial lighting retrofit projects. The vast majority 
of electricity savings in the FY2018 BOC program came from commercial lighting retrofit 
projects. Because the 2016 GBO does not include commercial lighting retrofit requirements 
(beyond Title 24), the GBO program will have significantly lower savings in the future. CPAU 
should investigate whether it is feasible for commercial retrofit projects to achieve lighting 
savings beyond Title 24-2019 requirements, and if so, add lighting requirements for these 
project types in the next version of the GBO. 
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8 APPENDICES 
This section includes the following appendices:  

1. The rationale for why CPAU and TRC selected CIEEP,  BOC, and GBO for FY2018 evaluation 
instead of other CPAU programs 

2. CIEEP Project-level EM&V Results 

3. GBO language and images of the Energy Use Summary page from Title 24-2016 energy models 
that show electricity (kWh) and natural gas (therms) savings 

4. The survey guide for the BOC operators 
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8.1 Rationale for Selecting Programs for FY2018 Evaluation  
Figure 23 presents each program in the CPAU FY2018 portfolio, its ex ante savings, when the program 
was last evaluated, whether or not the program was ultimately selected for FY2018 evaluation, and the 
final rationale for this decision.  

Figure 23. Overview of FY2018 Savings and EM&V Activities  

Program (Market 
Served) 

FY 2018 Gross 
Ex-Ante 

Savings (kWh) 
Program/Measure Description Data Collection 

Approach 
EM&V Evaluation 

Decision 

Commercial and 
Industrial Energy 
Efficiency Program 
(CIEEP) – Total 

 5,358,693 

Custom program for large customers by third 
party vendors. Program with highest ex ante kWh 

File Review and 
Field Verification for 
sample of projects  Evaluated 

BASE 3,477,251    
Ecology Action  966,220    

Enovity  915,222    
EMPower 
Small/Medium 
Commercial  

430,009 
Primarily rebates for lighting, refrigeration, and 
vending equipment for small/medium 
customers49. 

 Not Evaluated: 
medium savings, 
evaluated FY2016 

Commercial 
Advantage 
Program (CAP) 

207,043 
Semi-custom and deemed measures for 
commercial customers 

 Not Evaluated: 
medium savings, 
evaluated FY2017  

Multifamily Plus 
 329,707 

Primarily lighting measures in common spaces, 
but also attic insulation  

 Not Evaluated: 
medium savings, 
evaluated FY2017  

Green Building 
Ordinance (GBO) 

TBD Requires new construction and major 
rehabilitations to exceed Title 24 energy efficiency 

File Review and 
savings calculations  

Evaluated 

Building Operator 
Certification (BOC)  

TBD New sustainability and building operator training 
program  

Lit Review, 
participant surveys  

Evaluated 

Residential Smart 
Energy  6,941 Residential deemed measures  Not Evaluated: 

low savings 
REAP 

 121,162 
Residential low-income direct install  Not Evaluated: 

low savings 
 

Home Efficiency 
Genie 52,502 Provides residents with advice and discounted 

home assessments for energy-efficiency projects 
 Not Evaluated: 

low savings 
Home Energy 
Report 

821,387 

Provided neighbor- comparison reports to 
residential customers with behavioral and 
measure-based savings tips 

 Not Evaluated: 
would require 
billing analysis 

and program to 
be replaced 

Total   7,327,44450    

                                                           

 
49 EMPower offers rebates for these three measure types, however a preliminary review of the building types 

identified in the program database suggests that most of the sites (majority retail) have lighting measures.  
50 Does not include GBO or BOC savings, since these are to be determined. 
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8.2 CIEEP Project-Level EM&V Results 
This section provides a description of the EM&V results for each project that participated in the CIEEP –
BASE, CIEEP-EA and CIEEP-Enovity programs in FY2018.   

The one BASE project included lighting measures where TRC updated the baseline, which caused a 
reduction in savings. The project also involved a chiller replacement and three therms savings measures. 
TRC observed that thermostatic valves for one of the measures were disabled, resulting in a reduction in 
therms savings.  

TRC reviewed the two EA projects, both of which were lighting-only measures. The lighting measures 
consisted of upgraded LED lighting systems in interior and exterior spaces. EA did not account for HVAC 
heating and cooling interactive effects in interior lighting projects; TRC’s inclusion of interactive effects 
slightly increased kWh cooling savings and decreased therm savings.  

The two Enovity projects that TRC reviewed both included optimization measures and equipment 
replacement. While one of them had a 100% realization rate, the other was found to be operating less 
efficiently than when Enovity completed their post installation verification. The discharge air 
temperature profiles had been changed for the air handlers and reduced the overall energy savings.  

8.2.1 CIEEP-BASE - Project #1101 

8.2.1.1 Summary of Project Findings 

The site consists of a medical campus including outpatient and inpatient facilities, offices, housings and 
maintenance shops. 

TRC worked with the Energy Manager at the facility to schedule a site visit to verify the program energy 
efficiency measures:  

♦ EEM 1 Replace Chillers 1 & 2 with High Efficiency Chillers and Optimize Sequence of Operations  

♦ EEM 2 Upgrade Campus-Wide Lighting 

♦ EEM 3 Install Window Film in Building 6 

♦ EEM 4 Insulate Steam Pipe Fittings 

♦ EEM 5 Install Thermostatic Valves on Unit Heaters in Buildings 42 and 43 

♦ EEM 6 Steam Trap Replacement 

TRC also conducted a site visit the evening of Wednesday, February 16, 2019 (from approximately 9 to 
10 pm) to verify nighttime lighting hours. TRC visually observed the fraction of lighting in operation from 
the exterior of the building and observed lighting operation in a portion of interior spaces in the main 
medical facility and administrative buildings that were open to the public at that time. 

EEM 1 was a project to replace two of three chillers with high efficiency, variable speed centrifugal 
chillers and optimize the sequencing.  TRC verified that the new chillers were installed, and that chiller 
sequencing was implemented.  TRC confirmed the claimed measure savings. 

EEM 2 primarily involved retrofitting interior fluorescent and incandescent fixtures and exterior metal 
halide fixtures with LED lamps.   TRC revised the energy savings calculations to account for standard 
calculation methodologies which reduced the savings. 
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EEM 3 was a project to install 7,466 sf of window film on 432 single pane windows.  TRC verified the 
measure savings claim and made no changes to the electricity savings calculations. For the natural gas 
savings, the implementer’s report showed -2,298 therms per year from the model, due to increased 
natural gas use for additional heating needs. However, the reported value from CPAU assumed zero 
natural gas savings for this measure. TRC assumed -2,298 therms per year from the model. 

EEM 4 involved installing insulation on uninsulated steam pipe valves and fittings.  TRC verified the 
measure savings claim and made no changes to the energy savings calculations. 

EEM 5 was a project to install thermostatic control valves on 27-unit heaters.  TRC inspected almost 
every installed valve and observed them to be non-functional.  The claimed savings for this measure 
were not approved. The energy manager at the site was aware the valves had been disabled so they 
were no longer operating and reported that the employees in the building had made this change. (Note 
this is a very large site with hundreds of staff.) The valves were operable (could be returned to the 
functioning position). If the customer returned them to the functioning position, and next year's (i.e., 
the FY2019 evaluation) found them to be operable, they could be counted in the FY2019 savings. 

EEM 6 was a project to replace 16 steam traps that had failed open.  TRC verified the measure savings 
claim and made no changes to the energy savings calculations. 

Figure 24 summarizes the ex-ante savings from the implementer’s Verification Report. 

Figure 24. Claimed (Ex Ante) Savings for CIEEP Project 1101 

EEM # EEM Name 

Annual 
Electric 
(kWh) 

Savings 

Peak Period 
Demand 

(kW) 
Savings 

Annual Gas 
(Therm) 
Savings 

1 Replace Chillers 1 & 2 with High Efficiency Chillers and 
Optimize Sequence of Operations 1,007,126 115.0 0 

2 Upgrade Campus-Wide Lighting 2,442,030 296.0 0 
3 Install Window Film in Building 6 28,095 3.2 0*  
4 Insulate Steam Pipe Fittings 0 0.0 6,095 

5 Install Thermostatic Valves on Unit Heaters in Buildings 42 
and 43 0 0.0 17,726 

6 Steam Trap Replacement 0 0.0 13,717 
 Total 3,477,251 414.2 37,358 

*Different from implementer’s report, which correctly estimated -2,298 therms/year 

Figure 25 summarizes the approved ex post savings based on TRC’s review. 
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Figure 25. Verified (Ex Post) Savings for CIEEP Project 1101 

EEM # EEM Name 

Annual 
Electric 
(kWh) 

Savings 

Peak Period 
Demand 

(kW) 
Savings 

Annual Gas 
(Therm) 
Savings 

1 Replace Chillers 1 & 2 with High Efficiency Chillers and 
Optimize Sequence of Operations 1,007,126 115.0 0 

2 Upgrade Campus-Wide Lighting 1,871,129 291.0 -10,175 
3 Install Window Film in Building 6 28,095 3.2 -2,298 
4 Insulate Steam Pipe Fittings 0 0.0 6,095 

5 Install Thermostatic Valves on Unit Heaters in Buildings 42 
and 43 0 0.0 0 

6 Steam Trap Replacement 0 0.0 13,717 
 Total 2,906,350 409.2 7,339 

Figure 26 summarizes the realization rate for each measure. 

Figure 26. Verified Realization Rates for CIEEP Project 1101 

EEM # EEM Name 

 Annual 
Electric 
(kWh)  

% 

Peak Period 
Demand 

(kW) 
% 

Annual Gas 
(Therm) 

% 

1 Replace Chillers 1 & 2 with High Efficiency Chillers and 
Optimize Sequence of Operations 100% 100% NA 

2 Upgrade Campus-Wide Lighting 76.6% 98.3%  
3 Install Window Film in Building 6 100% 100% 100% 
4 Insulate Steam Pipe Fittings NA NA 100% 

5 Install Thermostatic Valves on Unit Heaters in Buildings 42 
and 43 NA NA 0% 

6 Steam Trap Replacement NA NA 100% 
 Total 83.6% 98.8% 20.8% 

8.2.1.2 Detailed Project Findings 

Site Inspection 

TRC devised a sampling approach to verify the EEMs at this site. Based on the total number of units per 
measure, a required sample size was determined. TRC verified a greater number of units than the 
required sample size. TRC used a similar sampling approach to verify lighting in Building 100 and Building 
101, and for the exterior spaces (EEM 2). 

Abraxas Consulting was also scheduled to conduct an inspection of all measures for additional 
verification at the behest of the owner. To reduce customer burden, TRC and Abraxas conducted the site 
visit together. TRC and Abraxas Consulting team conducted a joint verification of the sampled areas.  

Measure Calculation Review 

 EEM 1: Replace Chillers 1 & 2 with High Efficiency Chillers and Optimize Sequence of Operations 

Scope 
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This project included replacing two of the three chillers that serve Buildings 100 and 101, which totaled 
650,500 sf.  The chiller plant operates year-round to meet the cooling load for these buildings. The 
cooling loads were served by two 1,055-ton water cooled chillers that used R-22 refrigerant (CH-1 and 
CH-2) and a single 500-ton chiller (CH-3). The implementer’s post-verification report stated: “The old 
chilled water system was arranged so that CH-3 would serve as the primary chiller, and CH-1 & CH-2 as 
secondary chillers. CH-1 & CH-2 run when the building’s cooling load exceed CH-3 capacity.”  The energy 
savings measure as identified in the implementer’s post-verification report was: 

EEM 1 – Replace Chiller 1 & 2 with High Efficiency Chillers and Optimize Sequence of Operation  

“The facility replaced Chillers 1 & 2 with two high efficiency variable speed centrifugal chillers (York 
YKN8N4K1-CZG) and updated the sequence of operation based on the new chillers’ performance. 
According to manufacturer performance specifications, the new chillers’ full load efficiency is 0.559 
kW/ton with the integrated part load value (IPLV or NPLV) is 0.343 kW/ton. 

The installed chillers have higher part load efficiency then the existing CH-3. Therefore, it is more 
efficient to run the new chillers at part load then running CH-3 at full load. The new sequence of 
operation uses CH-1 and CH-2 as the main chillers. CH-3 will be used as start-up (cooling load less 
than 250 ton) and when the building’s cooling load exceeds the capacity of CH-1 and CH-2 
combined.” 

TRC Inspection Notes 

TRC completed the on-site verification on 12/10/2018.  During the on-site verification, TRC inspected 
the two new chillers and associated equipment for EEM-1.  TRC also reviewed the EMS with the building 
operators to understand control sequences. TRC provides EMS screenshots in the Review Summary 
section. At the time of TRC’s site visit, Chillers 2 and 3 were off and Chiller 1 was running.  The following 
temperatures were recorded during the site visit: 

♦ chilled water supply temperature 42.3°F (setpoint 42°F) 

♦ chilled water return temperature 48.5°F 

♦ entering condenser water temperatures 61°F 

♦ leaving condenser water temperature 68.1°F. 

Based on TRC’s on-site verification the following were found to be installed and/or implemented: 

♦ Two New York centrifugal water-cooled 1,055-ton chillers [model: YKN8N4K1-CZGS] 

♦ Chiller sequencing was implemented, as determined by review of the EMS control logic. 
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Figure 27. Chiller 1 

 
Figure 28. Chillers 1, 2 and 3 Nameplates 
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Figure 29. Chiller Plant EMS Screen Shot 

 
 

Figure 30. EMS Screen Shot of Chiller Operation During Site Visit 

``  
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Figure 31. EMS Screen Shot of Chiller Staging Plot (showing typically 4 stages) 

 
 

Figure 32. Chiller 1 Control Panel during Site Visit 
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TRC Review Summary 

TRC’s review and analysis of the submitted trend data, EMS interrogation, and observation of 
equipment nameplate information has confirmed the implementer’s claimed energy savings.  

TRC accepts the savings as verified by the implementer. The section below describes TRC’s findings. 

Based on TRC’s visual verification of the installed chillers and review of the EMS control logic, EEM-1 was 
implemented as proposed.  

TRC reviewed and analyzed the implementer’s post calculations but did not have all the necessary data 
to verify or recreate the calculated installed chiller efficiency values used in the energy savings 
calculation. TRC’s review of the implementer’s post calculation found that they used an acceptable 
methodology which tends to err on the conservative side.  In the baseline calculation the implementer 
used an integrated part load value (IPLV) of 0.500 kW/ton in all temperature bins. The baseline chiller 
efficiency used is equal to the minimum required Title 24 efficiency effective 1/1/2015 for a constant 
speed, water cooled centrifugal chiller over 600 tons.     

The implementer’s calculation assumed that Chiller 3 would not run, however, the 2018 verification 
trend data provided by the site indicated that Chiller 3 was in operation about 12% of the time. Because 
of this, TRC took a different approach to validate the claimed savings.  

TRC reviewed and analyzed 339.5 days of trend data provided by the site for the chillers and associated 
equipment.  After filtering out errors, “no data”, and “data loss” from the trend data TRC had 100 
consecutive days of usable trend data (August 28, 2018 to December 6, 2018). The provided trend data 
had kW readings for both the new chillers, but not for Chiller 3. So TRC calculated Chiller 3 kW from the 
trend data’s cooling tons using a conservative 0.700 kW/ton. TRC then performed a regression analysis 
in Excel comparing the total chiller plant kW (dependent variable) to the outside air temperature 
(independent variable). TRC applied a linear trend line to the charted data set and used this equation to 
calculate total chiller plant total kW for each outside air temperature bin in the Implementer’s bin 
calculation and calculated kWh based on the number of hours in each temperature bin. TRC’s calculated 
post installation chiller plant kW and kWh values were on average 29% lower than the implementer’s 
post install calculated values.  

TRC’s approximation of the savings suggests that the implementer’s calculations are conservative 
relative to the actual savings.  However, due to the limited amount of usable data and the assumptions 
TRC needed to make in the calculation method, TRC feels that the verification method is acceptable for 
verifying the implementer’s claimed savings but is not sufficient to warrant increasing the claimed 
savings.  

Figure 33. 2018 Trended kW and Tons of Refrigeration vs Outside Air Temperature 
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EEM 2: Upgrade Campus-Wide Lighting 

Scope 

This site implemented a lighting replacement project across the following buildings: 

Figure 34: Lighting Replacement Project 

Building # Building Name SqFt 
5 Outpatient Care 94,200 
6 Administrative 77,400 
7 Spinal Cord Injury 115,230 
8 Visitor Quarters 16,115 

40 Boiler Plant 9,200 
42 Engineering Shop 495,500 

100 Main Medical Services 155,000 
101 Administrative 94,200 

Exterior Exterior NA 

This project primarily included retrofitting or replacing 4ft-T8 fluorescent fixtures and 22-inch compact 
fluorescent (Biax) fixtures with LEDs in interior spaces. A small number of incandescent screw-in lamps 
were also replaced by LED lamps. Metal-halide fixtures in exterior spaces were retrofit with LED lamps 
or replaced with LED fixtures as a part of this project.  

Ex-Ante Baseline  

For exterior lighting this measure consisted of a one-for-one replacement of metal halide or high-
pressure sodium fixtures by LEDs. The Baseline for exterior fixtures was the existing case fixture. 

For fixtures in interior spaces, the implementer used ASHRAE 90.1-2013 Section 9.1.2 – Lighting 
Alterations to determine the baseline for this project. ASHRAE 90.1 has multiple methods for 
determining the baseline lighting power density (LPD): 

♦ Building Area Method – used when a majority of the lighting in the building is upgraded (over 
50% of the fixtures are retrofitted) 

♦ Space-by-Space Method – used when only selected areas are chosen for lighting 

♦ Upgrades (less than 50% of fixtures are retrofitted). 

The Space-By-Space Method was used for the following Buildings: 5, 6, and 8. This method considers 
only the fixtures that are in scope for the retrofit. The Building Area Method was used for Buildings: 7, 
42, 100, and 101. In this approach, the allowable baseline wattage was determined based on space-type 
and square-footage. The installed wattage included fixtures that were retrofitted and those that were 
not. The implementer determined savings using the allowable and installed wattage. The buildings listed 
above include fixtures that were not included in the retrofit scope. These fixtures influence the installed 
wattage and reported savings. 

Ex-Post Baseline 

The TRM 400 approach calculates savings based on installed and existing fixture wattage. As per CPAU 
policy, this approach is appropriate. The spacing of fixtures was not changed and there was no de-
lamping in this project. Hence, TRC used existing fixtures as the baseline.  
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TRC verified installed fixtures in Building 100 and Building 101, since these buildings comprise about 82 
percent of reported savings from lighting retrofits. TRC used a sampling approach to verify fixtures in 
interior spaces of the two buildings. TRC also verified a sample of the exterior fixtures at this site. 

TRC updated the reported existing interior fixture wattages as per ‘Appendix B Table of Standard Fixture 
Wattages51’ for the interior fixture sample. It was observed that the appropriate baseline wattage for 
fixtures in the verified sample was 99.5% of the reported value for building 100 and 99.2% for building 
101. TRC used these values and appropriately reduced the baseline wattages for all fixtures in buildings 
100 and 101. 

Ex-ante Hours of operation 

The reported annual hours of operation for exterior spaces was 4,300 hours.  

Building 100 is the main medical services building and Building 101 is an administrative office attached 
to the medical services building. The original analysis used annual lighting hours of 8,760 hours for both 
buildings. That is significantly higher than DEER-approved annual hours of 5,260 and 2,640 for hospital 
and large-office space-types.   

Ex-post hours of operation 

TRC revised the exterior lighting hours of operation to a DEER-approved value of 4,100 annual hours of 
operation. TRC also revised the lighting hours for Buildings 100 and 101 based on site verification and 
additional information provided by the implementer. According to the implementer, hallways and lab 
areas in Building 101 are lit continuously. TRC conducted another site verification during a weekday 
evening (February 13, 2019, from 9 to 10 pm) to observe lighting operation. TRC found from this site 
visit that corridor lighting, entry lighting, lights serving the emergency room, and approximately one-
third of remaining lighting was in operation in Building 100 (the main medical facility). In Building 101 
(administration building), corridor lighting and the lights on the first floor (presumed to be the lab) were 
in operation, while most other lighting was off. Facility staff also reported that automatic sensors are 
used in offices to shut off lighting at night, and that most spaces outside of the corridors, emergency 
room areas, and some in-patient areas turn off lights or move to partial lighting at night.    

  

                                                           

 
51 Appendix B Tale of Standard Fixture Wattages can be found here: 

https://www.pge.com/includes/docs/pdfs/mybusiness/energysavingsrebates/incentivesbyindustry/education/s
pc/2005manualsforms/spc-dr_b_standard_fixture_watts.pdf 
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Figure 35. Night-time photo for Bldg. 100                                      Figure 36. Night-time photo for Bldg. 101 

 

 

Thus, TRC revised the lighting hours for Building 100 to 5,260 hr/yr to align with operating hours for a 
hospital from DEER2016. This represents lighting operation of 14.5 hours, 365 days per year. This is 
likely an underestimate for space types such as corridors and emergency room areas that operate 
continuously (8,760 hr/yr), but an overestimate for space types like offices, exam rooms, and conference 
rooms that operate according to the facility schedule (8:30 am – 4:30 pm, Monday through Friday). For 
Building 101, TRC confirmed the continuous run-time hours for the hallway and lab spaces. Hallway and 
lab spaces comprise about 39% of replaced fixtures, hence, the contribution of these spaces to building-
level savings is significant. TRC changed the lighting operation for the remaining spaces in Building 101 
to the DEER2016 hours for a large office: 2,640 hr/yr. 

Ex-post Savings calculations 

TRC sampled some spaces in Buildings 100 and 101, and exterior fixtures during the site verification. TRC 
also updated the existing fixture baseline for Buildings 100 and 101. TRC used the TRM 400 approach 
which calculates savings based on installed and existing fixture wattage.  

TRC also revised the savings calculations to account for heating and cooling interactive effects based on 
the appropriate space-type use. The table below lists interactive effects for hospital and office space-
types (factors for both space-types are the same) per TRM 400. Ex-ante therms savings were not 
reported. However, TRC used the “HVAC IE factor” to calculate ex-post therms savings. 

Figure 37 Interactive effects for Hospital / Large Office space-types from TRM 

Hospital / Office space-types  
IE Energy factor 1.12 

IE Demand factor 1.28 
Coincident demand factor 0.71 

HVAC IE factor -0.0056 

TRC applied a savings-adjustment factor to reflect changes to the energy code using the methods and 
values used in the TRM 400 calculator. The buildings on-site are older than 15 years. Therefore, a TRM 
factor of 0.85, applicable for buildings older than 15 years was applied to the savings calculations. TRC 
calculated a realization rate by comparing the ex-ante claims and ex-post savings from Building 100, 
Building 101 and exterior lighting. This realization rate was used to calculate the project-level ex-post 
savings. 

The verified (ex-post) savings for the exterior fixtures are lower than the ex-ante savings primarily due to 
the savings-adjustment factor. The verified savings for Building 100 were reduced, primarily due to 
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reduced hours of operation. However, for Building 101, the verified savings are significantly higher than 
the ex-ante savings because the ex-ante savings were based on the ASHRAE baseline which is 
conservative relative to the existing case. The table below lists all ex-ante savings for all buildings and 
the ex-post savings for buildings which were verified.  TRC calculated site-level ex-post savings for this 
site by extrapolation of verified values. 

Figure 38. Verified (ex-post savings) for EEM2- Lighting Retrofit 

Building Ex-ante Ex-post Realization Rate 
% (kWh) 

 kW kWh KW kWh Therms  
100*52 209.05 1,831,234 164.6 1,066,962 (5,975) 58% 
101 * 21.13     185,099   73.4    475,035 (2,660) 257% 

Exterior* 15.53       66,779     (0)       54,122        (0) 81% 
Sub-total for 
verified sites 230.18 2,083,112 279.9 1,596,119 (8,635) 77% 

5 4.61      13,287 - - -  
6 1.82        4,757 - - -  
7 34.57    302,807 - - -  
8 5.42      23,345 - - -  

42 5.13       14,722 - - -  
Total 297.26 2,442,030 291 1,871,129 (10,175) 77% 

*Verified lighting in this building or area 

Note that the project had assumed operating hours higher than DEER values for building 7, which 
comprised the highest savings among the buildings not verified – among buildings for which lighting 
savings was calculated indirectly using the realization rate from sampled buildings. Consequently, TRC 
would likely have made reductions to the operating hours Building 7 if we had verified directly. 

EEM 3: Install Window Film in Building 6 

Scope 

Building 6 at the site is a three-story Administrative building with single-pane clear windows. The facility 
retrofitted all 432, 63-inch by 39.5-inch windows with film for a total of 7,466 sf of window film. 
Installing the window film decreased the overall window U-value, resulting in a reduction in heat 
transfer. The window film reduced the overall solar heat gain coefficient (SHGC) which results in 
reduced solar heat gain. 

TRC Inspection Notes 

TRC conducted an inspection at the site and verified the window film installation. The windows were 
verified as single-pane, and the dimensions and counts matched the reported values of 432, 63-inch by 
39.5-inch windows.  

The baseline is existing single pane windows with no film and the existing HVAC. The implementer 
calculated savings using eQUEST with the following input parameters: 

Figure 39. Window Film Savings eQuest Model Input Parameters  

                                                           

 
52 * indicates that verification was conducted at this building/space 
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Property Existing window Installed window with 
film (Vista EnerLogic 35) 

U-value 0.95 0.60 
Solar Heat Gain Coefficient 0.77 0.24 

Shading Coefficient 0.90 0.28 

Installing window film reduced the cooling load and ventilation fan load of the HVAC system. However, 
the heating load increased because the lower SHGC blocks more solar heat gain in winter.  

The implementer provided the eQUEST file used to calculate savings. TRC reviewed the model and 
accepted the savings. 

EEM 4: Insulate Steam Pipe Fittings 

Scope 

The campus has underground tunnels with steam pipes to deliver steam from the central boiler plant to 
various buildings. The steam pipes in the underground steam tunnels are insulated; however, some of 
the valves and fittings are not properly insulated. 

TRC Inspection Notes 

TRC conducted an inspection of the steam valves and fittings in Building 100. Insulation on the 
equipment was visually confirmed and Abraxas Consulting took infrared (IR) images, which TRC 
reviewed.   

The 2014 Savings Estimation Technical Reference Manual 53requires pipes to be insulated but not the 
fittings and valves. Therefore, the baseline is uninsulated valves and fittings. 

The savings calculations use ‘3E Plus54’, which is an industrial energy management tool developed by the 
North American Insulation Manufacturers Association (NAIMA). The software calculates the heat flux 
with and without insulation based on the surface temperature.  The input variables to the software were 
as follows: 

♦ Ambient Temperature: 80 °F 

♦ Bare Surface Temperatures: 200 °F – 300 °F, as observed on the IR images 

♦ Installed Insulation: 450F MF Blanket, Type II, C553-11, as on the manufacturer’s specification 
sheet 

♦ Insulation Thickness: 1.5-inch, as on the manufacturer’s specification sheet 

♦ Operating Hours: 8760 hrs/yr  

The surface temperatures were determined by readings from the IR images. The upper end reading 
corresponds to the surface temperature on the valve surface and the lower end reading corresponds to 
the insulation outer-surface temperature.  

The following equation was used to calculate the energy savings from insulating the fittings: 

                                                           

 
53 https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/42390 
54 https://insulationinstitute.org/tools-resources/free-3e-plus/ 
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ESinsul = (HLbare - HLinsul) x Lfit x OHsteam / Eboiler x C 

Where, 

ESinsul = Energy savings due to insulation (therms/yr) 

HLbare = Pipe fitting heat loss, bare surface (Btu/hr/ft),  

HLinsul = Pipe fitting heat loss, with insulation (Btu/hr/ft),  

Lfit = Length of the fitting (ft),  

OHsteam = Number of hours where steam is available; 8,760 (hrs/yr) 

Eboiler = Boiler efficiency, 75%,  

C = Conversion factor, 100,000 Btu/therm 

TRC verified the HLbare and HLinsul values using the 3E plus software. Lfit and Eboiler values were provided by 
the implementer. TRC was unable to verify these values on-site. The OHsteam value used in the calculation 
is reasonable due to the continuous nature of boiler activity. TRC agreed with the calculation 
methodology, and after review of the calculations, accepted the savings.  

Abraxas Consulting provided thermographic images which verify the insulation. Sample images are 
included below.  

Figure 40. Steam Pipe Fitting Insulation – Building 100 basement 

 
EEM 5: Install Thermostatic Valves on Unit Heaters in Buildings 42 and 43 

Scope 

Buildings 42 and 43 are equipped with 27 ceiling mounted unit heaters for space heating. The unit 
heaters receive steam from the central boiler plant. The space heaters did not have control or isolation 
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valves; therefore, steam was flowing through the heaters even when the space did not require heating 
(e.g. when the fans were not running). The facility installed thermostatic control valves on the supply 
lines for each unit heater to regulate the steam based on the space temperature. 

TRC Inspection Notes 

TRC inspected almost every new control valve and observed them to be non-functional. At the time of 
the inspection the valves should have been closed to regulate the steam flow. However, TRC observed 
the valves to be completely open and the IR images provided by Abraxas Consulting confirm that the 
steam is not regulated. Sample images showing valves completely open are included below with valves 
highlighted in the thermographic images. In the images below, the fact that all threads (horizontal lines) 
are fully visible above the blue knob indicate that the valve is open, and the fact the steam pipe is the 
same color in the IR photo to the left and right of the valve illustrates it is not reducing heat flow so is 
open. 

Figure 41. Radiator Valve – Tag 154 

 
Figure 42. Radiator Valve – Tag 93 
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The ex-ante savings for this measure is not accepted; the realization rate for this measure is 0.  

EEM 6: Repair Steam Traps in Various Buildings 

Scope 

The site has steam traps throughout its campus. When a steam trap detects condensate, a mechanism 
opens and allows the condensate to return to the central plant while steam is trapped on the other side. 
A steam trap survey was conducted by the implementer and a total of 16 traps were identified as being 
failed open – allowing steam to pass back to the central plant. The failed steam traps were replaced to 
prevent steam from leaking through the condensate return lines.   

TRC Inspection Notes 

TRC conducted an inspection of all steam traps on the campus and reviewed the Abraxas IR images.  
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The steam leakage rate is required to determine the savings due to steam trap repairs. Napier’s 
equation55 is used to determine the steam leakage rate. It is calculated as follows: 

Msteam = 24.24 * Psteam * D2 * Of * Af *Lf 

Where, 

Msteam = Steam flow through the leak (lbs/hr) 

Psteam = Absolute pressure of steam across the orifice (psia) 

D = Diameter of the leaking orifice (inch) 

Of = Orifice factor – orifice reduction due to presence of condensate, 0.66 

Af = Application factor – 1.0 (for traps on a drip leg) 

Lf = Loss factor – leaking trap, 0.3 

The pressure drops and orifice diameters for every steam trap were provided by the site contact. TRC 
could not verify these values on-site. The implementer calculated energy savings from steam trap 
repairs as follows: 

EStrap = Msteam x (Esteam – Emakeup) x OHsteam / Eboiler x C 

Where, 

EStrap = Energy savings due to new steam traps (therms/yr) 

Esteam = Enthalpy of steam 1,194 Btu/lbm  

Emakeup = Enthalpy of condensate at 200 °F - 168.3 Btu/lbm (from steam table) 

OHsteam = Number of hours where steam is available 

Eboiler = Boiler efficiency, 75% 

C = Conversion factor, 100,000 Btu/therm 

Esteam and Emakeup values were provided by the implementer. TRC was unable to verify the corresponding 
line pressures which determine Esteam and Emakeup values. Eboiler value was provided by the implementer, 
which TRC was unable to verify on-site. The number of hours that steam flows through each steam trap 
was provided by the site. It is 8,760 hours per year for most of the traps, which is reasonable owing to 
the continuous need for process steam.  The thermographic images provided by Abraxas Consulting 
confirm that the new steam traps are functioning. A sample image is included below. 

 

 

 

 

                                                           

 
55 A Best Practices Steam Technical Brief - Steam Pressure Reduction: Opportunities and Issues, by US Department of Energy, 

DOE/GO-102005-2193, Page 4 
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Figure 43. Radiator Valve – Tag 93 

 
TRC agrees with the calculation methodology and accepts the savings at a 100% realization rate for this 
measure.  

8.2.2 CIEEP-EA 

8.2.2.1 CIEEP Project #1106  

8.2.2.1.1 Summary of Project Findings 

This project was conducted for a customer that manages multiple educational sites in CPAU territory, for 
replacing lamps and fixtures. The customer undertook projects at eight sites. 

The project primarily consists of replacing 4ft T8 linear fluorescent lamps with LED tube lamps in surface 
mounted, recessed and suspended troffers, primarily in interior spaces, and some LED fixture 
installations in exterior areas.  

TRC devised a site-specific sampling plan which achieved 85% confidence at 15% precision. TRC 
conducted an on-site verification at the four sites which account for the largest savings. TRC followed 
the sampling approach to verify types and quantities of installed lighting fixtures.   

The table below provides a sample of the results, to illustrate the range of spaces and measure types 
verified for this project. For these and for all other spaces in the sites verified, TRC confirmed that the 
type and quantity of replacement lamps and fixtures matched the program’s claim in all areas.   
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Figure 44. Examples of verified spaces  

Area Fixture Type Fixture 
Counts 

Verified 
Fixture Counts 

Site 1 
Library – Resource room 2x4x3 T8 LED AC Voltage 9 9 

Main Office - Storage 1x4x2 T8 LED AC Voltage 4 4 
2nd Story classrooms – Exterior 

canopy 1x4x2 T8 LED w/ Driver 14 14 

Multipurpose room 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 34 34 
Portable classroom 28 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 17 17 

Classroom 28 1x8x6 T8 LED AC Voltage 6 6 
Site 2 

Admin – Staff lounge 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 7 7 
Cafeteria 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 39 39 

Library – Classroom 1x4x2 T8 LED AC Voltage 24 24 
Classroom 24 2x4x3 T8 LED AC Voltage 18 18 
Classroom 21 1x12x9 T8 LED AC Voltage 3 3 

Site 3 
Multipurpose room 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 32 32 
Therapy classroom 2x4x2 T8 LED AC Voltage 62 62 

Classroom 16 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 18 18 
Classroom 16 closet  1x4x2 T8 LED AC Voltage 1 1 

Portable classroom – After 
school club 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 17 17 

Site 4 
Admin – Staff lounge 2x4x3 T8 LED AC Voltage 8 8 

Admin – Classroom 14 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 15 15 
Library – Common space 2x4x3 T8 LED AC Voltage 95 95 

Multipurpose room 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 36 36 
Classroom – Kid’s club 2x4x4 T8 LED AC Voltage 13 13 

8.2.2.1.2 Detailed Project Findings 

TRC reviewed the submitted savings calculations. The implementer selected existing fixture wattages 
that correspond to fixture wattages from comparable fixtures as listed in the TRM400 v3 non-res 
calculator. 

The Implementer used custom runtime hours (1,700 hours per year for interior and 1,820 for exterior) 
based on the site’s schedules and calendars as verified on the facilities’ websites. These annual hours of 
operation are conservative as compared to DEER hours of 2,280 and 4,100 for School-University and 
Exterior space-types respectively. The custom hours of use are reasonable and hence accepted. The 
implementer did not include energy and demand interactive factors in the ex-ante calculations. TRC 
revised the calculations to include these, using energy and demand factors from TRM-defined values. 
The table below lists the energy and demand factors by space-type. 

Figure 45. Interactive effects for School-university space-type 

Space end use type School Exterior 
HVAC IE Energy factor 1.08 1 

HVAC IE Demand factor 1.62 1 
Coincident Demand factor 0.02 0 

HVAC IE factor (therms/KWh) -0.0079 0 
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The table below provides the ex-ante savings for all sites, the ex-post savings and the realization rates 
for the verified sites, and the total ex-ante and ex-post savings as well as the project level realization 
rate.  The TRC reviewers calculated the average realization rate for the verified sites and applied it to all 
project sites.  

TRC calculated the realization rate of the verified sites as 107.5 and applied that to the overall project ex 
ante savings 304,384 kWh to calculate total ex post savings of 327,250 kWh. 

The ex-post savings are greater than ex-ante due to the inclusion of interactive effects. The implementer 
did not report demand savings or therms impacts (negative savings).  

Figure 46. Verified (ex-post) savings for CIEEP project #1106 

Site KWh Savings 
Realization 

Rate (%) 
KWh 

Ex-post KW Ex-post 
Therms 

 Ex-ante Ex-post    
Site 1 44,577 47,898    
Site 2 51,731 55,335    
Site 3 47,286 50,926    
Site 4 48,781 52,668    
Site 5 192,375 206,827 107.5   
Site 6 28,576 -    
Site 7 35,931 -    
Site 8 17,292 -    
Site 9 30,211 -    

Total KWh savings 304,384 327,250 107.5 5.69 (2,585) 

8.2.2.2 CIEEP Project #1099  

8.2.2.2.1 Summary of Project Findings 

The project was a lighting upgrade for a parking garage. The project involved replacement of 60 138W 
High-Pressure Sodium fixtures with 66W LED fixtures on a one for one basis. TRC confirmed the fixture 
type from photos in the project file and used deemed wattage values based on fixture type. The fixtures 
operate with continuous runtime. The facilities director verbally confirmed the hours of use.  

8.2.2.2.2 Detailed Project Findings 

TRC confirmed that the type and quantity of replacement fixtures matched the program’s claim.   

TRC transcribed the measure details to the TRM 400 custom lighting calculation tool.  TRC made a very 
small adjustment in hours of use: from 8,736 hr/yr to 8,760 hr/yr in accordance with the TRM for 
continuous operation, as per the CPAU program policy.  This adjustment had negligible effect on the 
realization rate (<1%).  The space type of “Parking garage, parking area” provides a Coincident Demand 
Factor of 0.7 in the TRM.  TRC applied the CDF which reduced the demand savings.  There are no 
interactive effects, as this is an unconditioned space. 

TRC applied a savings-adjustment factor to reflect changes to the Title 24 Energy Standards code using 
methods and values used in the TRM 400 calculator. The savings adjustment factor in the TRM is applied 
directly to the savings.  The building was built in 2002, therefore the TRM factor of 0.85, applicable for 
buildings older than 15 years, was applied to the savings. When considering the energy code impact, the 
resultant realization rate is 85 percent.   
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The below summarizes the savings from this project.  

Figure 47. Verified (ex-post) savings for CIEEP project #1099 

Measure kW savings Realization 
Rate (%) kWh savings Realization 

Rate (%) 
 Ex-ante Ex-post  Ex-ante Ex-post  

Garage 
Lighting 

Replacement 
4.32 2.56 59 37,740 32,167 85 

8.2.3 CIEEP-Enovity 

8.2.3.1 CIEEP #1112 

8.2.3.1.1 Summary of Project Findings 

The site had previously been repurposed from a lab environment to offices with a data center. Prior to 
this project, the HVAC systems were controlled pneumatically and the airside and heating hot water 
systems ran continuously with no occupancy loads at night or on weekends.  The chilled water system 
ran continuously exclusively to serve the data center heat load.  The energy savings measure as 
identified in the implementer’s post-verification report was: 

♦ EEM 6 – Full DDC Retrofit and Hardware Upgrades  

♦ The measure originally proposed to retrofit the entire HVAC system including replacing the zone 
level controls with direct digital controls (DDC) and installing variable frequency drives (VFDs) to 
control air handler (AHU) fan speeds. The scope was expanded prior to implementation.  
According to the installation report and the onsite verification, the verified and incentivized 
scope of work was increased to include replacing the AHUs, installing zone occupancy sensors 
for optimized scheduling, chiller compressor replacements, and a cooling tower replacement.  

Figure 48 summarizes the ex ante and ex post savings for this site. 

Figure 48. Claimed (Ex Ante) and Verified (Ex Post) Savings for CIEEP Project 1112 

EEM # EEM Name 

Peak Period 
Demand 

(kW) 
Savings 

Annual 
Electric 
(kWh) 

Savings 

Annual 
Gas 

(Therm) 
Savings 

Ex Ante 
6 Full DDC Retrofit and Hardware Upgrades 0.0 468,111 17,961 

Ex Post 
6 Full DDC Retrofit and Hardware Upgrades 0.0 468,111 17,961 

Realization Rate (%) 
6 Full DDC Retrofit and Hardware Upgrades NA 100 100 

8.2.3.1.2 Detailed Project Findings  

Site Inspection 

TRC completed the on-site verification on Tuesday 11/15/2018. 
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During the on-site verification, the reviewer inspected all the mechanical equipment associated with 
EEM-6 and reviewed the site energy management system (EMS) to understand the control settings. TRC 
provides EMS screenshots later in this subsection as samples of current settings. Based on TRC’s on-site 
verification the following were found to be installed and/or implemented: 

♦ Retrofitted all heating, ventilating, and air conditioning (HVAC) systems with DDC controls 
(AHUs, chillers, boilers, terminal boxes) 

♦ Installed zone occupancy sensors  

♦ Upgraded EMS  

♦ Replaced the four existing AHUs with four new efficient units 

♦ Implemented operating schedule for AHUs 

♦ Implemented zone-based supply air temperature (SAT) reset 

♦ Implemented zone-based duct static pressure (DSP) reset 

♦ Retrofitted the two existing chillers with new compressors 

♦ Installed new chiller isolation valves for chiller staging 

♦ Replaced existing cooling tower with a new efficient cooling tower 

Measure Calculation Review 

Based on review of submitted trend data, EMS screen shots and equipment nameplate information, TRC 
verified the submitted Universal Translator 3 (UT3) model, outputs, and associated energy savings. TRC 
verified natural gas savings using the building level pre and post utility data and heating degree days.  

 
EEM-6 Full DDC Retrofit and Hardware Upgrades 

Scope (as per the implementer’s report):  

♦ Replace existing damper actuators with DDC actuators 

♦ Replace existing control valves with DDC control valves 

♦ Upgrade sensors as required by new control sequences 

♦ Install equipment controllers as required and integrate all primary HVAC equipment (AHUs, Dx 
units, Liebert units, chillers, cooling tower, pumps, boiler) 

♦ Install new integrated water side economizer between the chilled and condenser water to 
provide low cost cooling to the Liebert units during unoccupied periods 

♦ Install VFDs on HVAC fans and pumps 

o Integrate drive speed command and output with new DDC system controller 

♦ Provide user interface and workstation 

o Include user definable set points, ranges, and schedules for HVAC equipment 

♦ Re-balance zone flows based on current space use 

♦ Reduce flows to storage and other un-occupied spaces 
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♦ Provide control sequences with user defined inputs for 

o Dual max zone flow control 

o SAT reset 

o DSP reset 

o Chilled water supply temperature reset 

o Heating water supply temperature reset 

o Chilled water differential pressure reset 

Analysis Methods:  

Based on visual verification of the installed HVAC equipment, DDC controls, and review of the EMS 
control logic EEM-6 was implemented as indicated in the implementer's post-installation report.   

To determine electrical energy savings, Enovity monitored power on the airside and waterside HVAC 
systems before and after the installation. Enovity used this data to develop models with the power data 
as the dependent variable and outside air temperature as the independent variable. These models were 
then normalized to TMY3 weather data to determine normalized annual electrical energy savings.  

Universal Translator 3 (UT3) was appropriately used for the models and normalized savings. The 
Universal Translator provides data preparation functions, and the Measurement and Verification 
Analysis Module provides savings analysis based on short-time interval energy use and independent 
variable data. The M&V Analysis Module calculates savings as avoided energy use or normalized savings.  

TRC reviewed the pre and post monitored data along with the UT3 models and found them to be 
accurate and correct. The customer provided 10 days of total HVAC kW data from November 2018, 
which show that the system is operating as claimed by the implementer.  

TRC re-ran the UT3 model using the ‘Measurement and Verification’ function for regression model with 
the November 2018 total HVAC kW data.  The UT3 plotted the period kW data against the outside air 
temperature and calculated avoided energy use of 13,156 kWh during the 10-day post implementation 
period.  Based on a curve fit R2 value of 0.9664 and a CV-RMSE value of 2.27%56 , TRC extrapolated the 
data to annual kWh usage value of within 1% of the claimed kWh savings. 

TRC accordingly verified the measure electricity savings and made no changes to the energy savings 
calculation of 468,111 kWh and 17,961 therms. The chart below represents the baseline (blue) and post 
install (brown) kW over a 10-day period normalized to weather data.  

  

                                                           

 
56Root Mean Square Error (RMSE) is the standard deviation of the residuals (prediction errors).  

 The value of 2.27%, based on 935 data points, indicates moderate predictive value  
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Figure 49. Baseline Vs. Post Install kW  

 
Enovity calculated natural gas savings using utility metered monthly gas consumption (whole building) 
data along with heating degree day data before and after the implementation of EEM-6. Enovity used 
this data to develop models in Excel using the monthly gas consumption as the dependent variable and 
heating degree days as the independent variable. They then applied linear regression to develop the 
baseline and post-installation gas consumption models, normalized the data based on monthly heating 
degree days and then extrapolated the results to annual usage. The models were then compared and 
the difference between the normalized baseline and normalized post-installation are the reported 
annual gas savings.  

TRC reviewed Enovity’s baseline data, post-installation data, and Excel models. TRC then modeled the 
latest 12 months of post installation monthly natural gas usage data in Excel as a comparison and found 
the savings to be within 3.4% of Enovity’s verification report claimed natural gas savings. TRC’s model 
returned an annual natural gas savings of 17,350 therms compared to Enovity’s 17,961 therms. TRC 
determined that Enovity’s calculated savings are appropriate. TRC verified the measure savings and 
made no changes to the energy savings calculation. 

Figure 50. Comparison of Enovity’s Baseline and Post Models and TRC’s Verification Model 
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The following images and screenshots are provided as documentation of the installed equipment, their 
associated control sequences, and schedules.   

Figure 51. New AHU-1 

 
Figure 52. AHU-1 schedule 
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Figure 53. AHU-1 supply air temperature reset logic 

 
 

Figure 54. AHU-1 DSP reset logic 
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Figure 55. AHU-1 EMS graphic showing DDC points 

 
 

Figure 56. AHU-1 Optimal start logic 
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Figure 57. EMS frontend AHU Summary page 

 
Figure 58. Chiller 1 – retrofitted w/new compressor and DDC controlled isolation valves 
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Figure 59. Chiller plant graphic 

 
 

Figure 60. Chiller rotation logic 
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Figure 61. Chiller supply temp logic 

 
 

 

 

Figure 62. Zone level occupancy sensor Figure 63. DDC zone controller & sensor 

  

           

8.2.3.2 CIEEP Project #1105  

8.2.3.2.1 Summary of Project Findings 

The project was implemented at a commercial facility consisting of a single building.  This project (Phase 
II of a larger project) included air handler (AHU) replacement and control upgrades. 

The air handlers at this building were previously controlled via pneumatic controls with limited 
capabilities. Variable air volume (VAV) boxes were served by air handlers that did not have variable 
frequency drives (VFDs) and the discharge static pressure was fixed.  
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As stated in the implementer’s report, “EEM 5 recommended replacing the air handlers, upgrading 
controls to full DDC, implementing advanced sequence of operation to reset zone-based supply air 
temperature and static air pressure setpoints, and operating in reduced ACH during unoccupied mode.” 
However, the energy saving measure, as identified in the implementer’s post-verification report, is as 
follows: 

♦ EEM 5 – Replace Air Handlers and Upgrade to Full DDC 

o Removed AHU-1 to 7  

o Installed four new AHUs designated as AHU-2 to 5, where AHU-2 and 3 feature 
economizers and AHU-4 and 5 are 100% outside air (OSA) units  

o Implemented supply air temperature reset at AHU-4 and AHU-5  

o Implemented supply air temperature setback at AHU-2 and AHU-3  

The implementer verified results with 30-day trend data and their site visit confirmed that the customer 
had replaced the AHUs with new VFD equipped AHUs. However, the trend data revealed that only the 
supply air reset control strategy had been put into effect. The static pressure reset and reduced 
ventilation rate during unoccupied periods measures had not been implemented. 

Figure 64 summarizes the ex ante and ex post savings for this site. 

Figure 64. Claimed (Ex Ante) and Verified (Ex Post) Savings for CIEEP Project 1105 

EEM # EEM Name 
Peak Period 

Demand 
(kW) Savings 

Annual 
Electric 
(kWh) 

Savings 

Annual Gas 
(Therm) 
Savings 

Ex Ante 
5 Replace Air Handlers and Upgrade to Full DDC 0.0 193,733 29,789 

Ex Post 
5 Replace Air Handlers and Upgrade to Full DDC 0.0 93,509 26,581 

Realization Rate (%) 
5 Replace Air Handlers and Upgrade to Full DDC NA 48.3% 89.2% 

8.2.3.2.2 Detailed Project Findings 

Site Inspection 

TRC completed the on-site verification on 11/20/2018. 

During the on-site verification, TRC reviewed the site energy management system (EMS) to understand 
control settings and collect screenshots. TRC provides EMS screenshots later in this subsection. 
Additionally, TRC discussed the building HVAC operations with site personnel. However, TRC was not 
able to physically/visually verify the installation of the proposed equipment due to lack of personal 
protective equipment. The CPAU account representative later verified the installation of the four new 
air handlers and documented them with photos.  TRC’s discussion with the building operator confirmed 
the following were installed and/or implemented per the implementer’s report: 

 Removed AHU-1 through AHU-7 
 Installed four new air handlers (AHU-2 – AHU-5) 
 Implemented supply air temperature (SAT) reset for AHU-4 and AHU-5 
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 Implemented SAT setback for AHU-2 and AHU-3 

Measure Calculation Review 

While the trend data (July/August 2017) from the implementer’s post install verification confirms the 
energy savings claimed in their report, TRC’s analysis of the verification trend data (October 2018) 
revealed that the system is no longer operating in the same manner.  TRC’s review and analysis of the 
submitted verification trend data shows there are noticeable differences in the discharge air 
temperature profiles for all four AHUs, which has resulted in an overall reduction in energy savings.  

EEM 5 – Replace Air Handlers and Upgrade to Full DDC 

Scope as recommended by the implementer:  

 Replace the seven existing AHUs (1 – 7) with four new AHUs (2-5) with VFDs on supply and 
return fans 

 Upgrade controls to full direct digital control (DDC) 
 Implement zone-based SAT reset 
 Implement static pressure reset 
 Implement reduced ventilation rate (ACH) during unoccupied periods 

Scope as implemented: 

 Removed and replaced AHUs 1 – 7 with four new AHUs 2 – 5 with VFDs on supply and return 
fans 

 Upgraded controls to DDC 
 SAT reset on AHUs 4 and 5 
 SAT setback on AHUs 2 and 3 

Analysis Methods:  

Based on TRC’s review of the EMS control logic and analysis of the verification trend data (October 
2018) we determined that EEM-5 is now operating less efficiently than when the implementer 
completed their post installation review.  As a result, both the electrical and natural gas savings have 
decreased. TRC used the 2018 trend data to modify the implementer’s bin calculations.  

Figure 65. Ex Ante vs Ex Post Energy Use by AHU 

 
AHU 

Ex Ante Install Energy 
Use 

(Claim) 

Ex Post Install Energy 
Use 

(Verified) 

Reduction of Savings at 
Ex Post, relative to 

Savings Claim1 
kWh/yr therms/yr kWh/yr therms/yr kWh/yr therms/yr 

2 359,441 12,700 373,785 17,140 -14,344 -4,440 
3 29,656 2,806 110,487 2,095 -80,831 +711 
4 263,753 17,777 256,714 16,952 +7,039 +825 
5 34,601 2,599 46,690 2,903 -12,089 -304 

Total     -100,225 -3,208 

1 – positive values indicate that the savings increased from ex ante to ex post 

The implementer’s analysis of their 30 days of trend data (July/August 2017) showed all AHUs operating 
almost continuously at full airflow (CFM) with supply air temperature (SAT) ranges varying from 55°F to 
64°F during occupied mode and from 56°F to 70°F in unoccupied mode across the four units, as shown 
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in the following Ex ante Figures (W, X, Y, & Z). TRC’s analysis of the 2018 verification trend data revealed 
the following: 

AHU-2:  

 Supply fan operates from 85% to 100% speed (this is a slight improvement over continuous 
100% airflow) 

 Occupied SAT (OSAT) ranged from 50°F to 68°F with an average RAT of 74.3°F 
 Unoccupied SAT ranged from 56°F to 65°F with an average RAT of 73.8°F 

The following tables show the SAT range minimum and maximum based on OSAT. 

Figure 66. Ex ante Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs Outside Air Temperature (OSAT) 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied 
Schedule 

OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 
50 °F 56 °F 45 °F 60 °F 
90 °F 64 °F 78 °F 70 °F 

Figure 67. Ex Post Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs OSAT 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied 
Schedule 

OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 
45 °F 50 °F 60 °F 56 °F 
90 °F 68 °F 85 °F 65 °F 

This difference in the discharge air temperature profile resulted in a 31% increase in cooling load 
and a 35% increase in the heating load relative to the savings claim. Overall the electrical and 
natural gas savings have decreased for AHU-2.  Figure 68 provides a graphical representation of the 
SAT reset –to- OSAT conditions of AHU-2.  

Figure 68. Ex PostAHU-2 Trend Data 
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AHU-3: 

♦ Trended VFD speeds were effectively constant at 100%, while the submitted calculation had a 
constant 50% airflow 

This resulted in a decrease in fan, heating and cooling energy savings relative to the original calculation. 

♦ Trend data showed 15% OSA and the submitted calculation used 80% 

This resulted in an increase in heating and cooling energy savings relative to the original calculation. 

♦ Occupied SAT ranged from 71°F to 75°F at OSAT below 60°F and from 57°F to 63°F at OSAT 60°F 
and above with an average RAT of 73.9°F 

♦ Unoccupied SAT ranged from 71°F to 77°F with an average RAT of 74.2°F 

The following tables show the SAT range minimum and maximum based on OSAT. 

Figure 69. Ex ante Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs Outside Air Temperature (OSAT) 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied Schedule 
OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 
50 °F 55 °F 45 °F 60 °F 
90 °F 62 °F 78 °F 70 °F 

Figure 70. Ex Post Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs OSAT 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied Schedule 
OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 
45 °F 71 °F 45 °F 71 °F 
59.9 75 °F 65 °F 77 °F 
60 °F 57 °F    
90 °F 63 °F    

Overall, these operational changes resulted in a significant reduction in electrical savings and a slight 
increase in natural gas savings. Figure 71 provides a graphical representation of the SAT reset –to- 
OSAT conditions of AHU-3. 

Figure 71. Ex Post AHU-3 Trend Data 

 
AHU-4: 
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♦ Occupied and unoccupied SAT profiles are the same and ranged from 55°F to 60°F at OSAT 
below 70°F and from 56°F to 62.4°F at OSAT 70°F and above, with 100% OA. 

The following tables show the SAT range minimum and maximum based on OSAT. 

Figure 72. Ex ante Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs Outside Air Temperature (OSAT) 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied Schedule 
OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 
45 °F 60 °F 45 °F 60 °F 
75 °F 56 °F 75 °F 56 °F 

Figure 73. Ex Post Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs OSAT 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied Schedule 
OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 

60 °F 60 °F 60 °F 60 °F 

69.9 °F 55 °F 69.9 °F 55 °F 

70 °F 56 °F 70 56 °F 

85 °F 62.4 °F 85 62.4 °F 

These slight differences in the discharge air profile from the submitted calculations have resulted in 
slight increases to both the electrical and natural gas savings when compared to the submitted 
calculation. Figure 74 provides a graphical representation of the SAT reset –to- OSAT conditions of 
AHU-4. 

Figure 74. Ex Post AHU-4 Trend Data 
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AHU-5: 

♦ The submitted calculations had a constant 85% airflow while trend data showed VFD speeds as a 
constant 100% 

This decreased the fan, cooling and heating energy savings relative to the original calculation. 

♦ Occupied an unoccupied SAT profiles are the same and ranged from 56°F to 60°F at OSAT below 
70°F and from 57°F to 63°F at OSAT 70°F and above, with 100% OA. 

The following tables show the SAT range minimum and maximum based on OSAT. 

Figure 75. Ex ante Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs Outside Air Temperature (OSAT) 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied Schedule 
OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 

45 °F 60 °F 45 °F 60 °F 

75 °F 56 °F 75 °F 56 °F 

Figure 76. Ex Post Calculation SAT Reset Schedule vs OSAT 

Occupied Schedule Unoccupied Schedule 
OSAT SAT OSAT SAT 

60 °F 60 °F 60 °F 60 °F 

69.9 °F 56 °F 69.9 °F 56 °F 

70 °F 57 °F 70 57 °F 

85 °F 63 °F 85 63 °F 

The electrical and natural gas savings for AHU-5 have both slightly decreased. Figure 77 provides a 
graphical representation of the SAT reset –to- OSAT conditions of AHU-5. 

Figure 77. Ex Post AHU-5 Trend Data 
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8.3 GBO language and Example Econ-1 Information 

8.3.1 2013 GBO 

The following is the language in the 2013 GBO57, effective 9/10/15 through 12/31/16, which pertained 
to FY2018 projects that pulled a permit during that timeframe. 

 

                                                           

 
57 https://www.cityofpaloalto.org/civicax/filebank/documents/48955 
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8.3.2 2016 GBO 

The 2016 GBO language is as follows58: 

Section 100.3 California Energy Code is added to read: 
   100.3 Local Energy Efficiency Reach Code 
   (a)   New single-family residential construction. The performance approach specified within 
the 2016 California Energy Code shall be used to demonstrate that the TDV Energy of proposed 
single-family residential construction is at least: 
      1.   Ten percent (10%) less than the TDV energy of the Standard Design if the proposed 
building does not include a photovoltaic system; or 
      2.   Twenty percent (20%) less than the TDV Energy of the Standard Design if the proposed 
building includes a photovoltaic system. 
   (b)   New multi-family residential construction. The performance approach specified within 
the 2016 California Energy Code shall be used to demonstrate that the TDV Energy of proposed 
multi-family residential construction is at least: 
      1.   Ten percent (10%) less than the TDV energy of the Standard Design if the proposed 
building does not include a photovoltaic system; or 
      2.   Twelve percent (12%) less than the TDV Energy of the Standard Design if the proposed 
building includes a photovoltaic system. 
   (c)   New non-residential construction. The performance approach specified within the 2016 
California Energy Code shall be used to demonstrate that the TDV Energy of proposed non-
residential construction is at least: 

                                                           

 
58 

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=defa
ult.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca 

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
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      1.   Ten percent (10%) less than the TDV energy of the Standard Design if the proposed 
building does not include a photovoltaic system or includes a photovoltaic system smaller than 
5kW; or 
      2.   Equal to the TDV Energy of the Standard Design if the proposed building includes a 5kW 
or greater photovoltaic system. 
(Ord. 5383 § 1 (part), 2016) 

16.17.060   Section 100.4 Exceptions to Local Energy Efficiency Reach Code. 
   Section 100.4 of the California Energy Code is added to read: 
   100.4 Exceptions to Local Energy Efficiency Reach Code 
   New single-family residential, multi-family residential, and non-residential construction that is 
designed and built as to be all-electric shall be exempt from the requirements of Section 100.3, 
Local Energy Efficiency Reach Code.  For the purposes of this Chapter, construction shall be 
considered "all-electric" if electricity is the only permanent source of energy for water-heating, 
space-heating, space cooling, cooking, and clothes-drying.  Nothing in this section shall relieve a 
project applicant from the meeting any other requirement of the California Energy Code, 2016 
Edition, Title 24, Part 6 of the California Code of Regulations. 
(Ord. 5383 § 1 (part), 2016) 

The GBO in effect at the time of this report publication is shown here: 
http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$
fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca 

8.3.3 Energy Use Summary Examples from Econ-1 Models  

The following screenshots are taken from Title 24-2016 Econ-1 models, from the Residential “Energy 
Use Details” page and Commercial “Energy Use Summary” page. These show the electricity (kWh) and 
natural gas (therm) savings for whole building projects. The City should request that projects submit 
these screenshots for GBO savings claims, in addition to the final output file with TDV savings submitted 
for compliance. 

Figure 78. Residential Energy Use Details 

 

http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
http://library.amlegal.com/nxt/gateway.dll/California/paloalto_ca/paloaltomunicipalcode?f=templates$fn=default.htm$3.0$vid=amlegal:paloalto_ca
javascript:void(0)
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Figure 79. Commercial Energy Use Summary 
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8.4 Survey Guide for the BOC Operators  
 

 



 
BOC Participant Interview Guide 

1 
 

INTRODUCTION: Respondent Role and Facility Overview – 7 MINUTES 
 
On behalf of the City of Palo Alto Utilities, thank you for your time to speak with me regarding the Building 
Operator Certification. We are conducting an evaluation of the program to capture any potential energy 
savings that occurred at your business since taking the course. The survey will take about 15-20 minutes. 
 

1. Do you recall participating in the BOC training program sponsored by CPAU? 
[Only if they answer No, sort of, don’t know, use the table below to help prompt 
their memory of training.] 

 
Course Name Possible instructor names  
BOC 1001 – Energy Efficient Operation of 
Building HVAC Systems 

Chuck Frost 

BOC 1007 – Facility Electrical Systems Dale Garcia 
 

BOC 1002 – Measuring and Benchmarking Energy 
Performance 

Richard Jackson-Gistelli 
 

BOC 1003 – Efficient Lighting Fundamentals Dan Kuhl 
 

BOC 1004 - HVAC Controls Fundamentals Hadley Hartshorn 
 

BOC 1005 – Indoor Environmental Quality Karen Chase 
 

BOC 1006 –  Common Opportunities for Low-
Cost Operational Improvement 

Maya 
Salabasheva 

 
 

2. Please describe your involvement with building operations. Do you:  
a. Conduct or manage operations or maintenance activities at a facility. 
b. Other, specify, ___________________ 

 
3. Why did you decide to enroll in the BOC training program? [ALLOW OPEN ANSWER AND USE LIST 

IF NEEDED] 
a. To save energy/help create a more efficient facility 
b. To take advantage of the partial tuition rebate 
c. Career development 
d. Help facility save money 
e. Help create a more comfortable facility 
f. Required to by employer 
g. Other, specify, ________________ 
h. Don’t know 

 
4. [only if they answer B in question 2] At the time that you attended the BOC training program, did 

you conduct or manage operations or maintenance activities at a facility? 
a. Yes 
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b. No 
c. (Don’t know) 

 
5. What is your title or position at your company? [ALLOW OPEN ANSWER AND USE LIST IF NEEDED] 

a. Chief Engineer 
b. Building Management Engineer 
c. Facilities Manager 
d. Electrician 
e. Stationary Engineer 
f. Maintenance Mechanic 
g. Other, specify 
h. Don’t know 

 
 

6. How many facility locations do you oversee in Palo Alto? 
a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 
e. 5 
f. More than 5 
g. Don’t know 

 
7. Can you please provide me with the address(es) of the facilities that you manage that are within 

the city of Palo Alto?  
 

[if they have more than 3 facilities, ask about 3 largest facilities]  
 

 Address CPAU Territory? 
1   
2   
3   

 
8. What type of business occupies your facility/facilities? [don’t read options unless they need the 

prompt, just record and we’ll bin it later] 
a. School/University 
b. Office 
c. Retail 
d. Restaurant 
e. Hospital/Medical 
f. Grocery 
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g. Warehouse 
h. Process Industrial 
i. Other Industrial 
j. Residential/Apartment Building 
k. Hotel/Motel 
l. Mixed Use 
m. Real Estate/Property Management 
n. Government 
o. Corrections/Jail 
p. Waste Water Treatment 
q. Other, specify    
r. Don’t know 

9. Does your company own or lease your space at each facility? 
a. Own 
b. Lease  

 
10. What is the primary space heating fuel and heating system type in each facility? 

 
Facility Address Heating Fuel Heating 

System DK 

All All    
If heating systems are different in different buildings, use the selections below. 

A <Address_1>    

B <Address_2>    

C <Address_3>    
 

Heating Fuel options if respondent needs prompts: 
1. Gas 
2. Oil 
3. Electric 

 
Heating system options if respondent needs prompts: 

1. Central furnace 
2. Room heater, wall or floorboard 
3. Hot water coils (radiator loop) 
4. Space heaters (Unit heaters) 
5. Heat pump, air source 
6. Heat pump, ground source 
7. Water Loop Heat Pump 
8. Boilers 

 
11. What is the primary cooling system type at your facilities? 

 
Facility Address Cooling System DK 

All All   
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If cooling systems are different in different buildings, use the selections below. 

A <Address_1>   

B <Address_2>   

C <Address_3>   
 

Cooling System options if respondent needs prompts: 
1.   Packaged unit - cooling only 
2. Packaged unit – cooling and heating in the same unit 
3. Chiller 
4. Evaporative cooler 
5. Air cooled heat pump 
6. Water Loop Heat Pump 
7. Geothermal heat pump 
8. Window units 
9.     No cooling 
 

ENERGY SAVINGS ACTIONS - 10 MINUTES 
12. Have you or a colleague that participated in the BOC training taken any actions or replaced any 

equipment in order to save energy, AFTER your BOC training? 
a. Yes 
b. No   THEN: Please explain why you have not taken any action or 

replaced any equipment in order to save energy since the BOC training. 
[OPEN END, then skip to BOC Training Feedback] 

 
 

13. At a high level, what energy saving actions has your facility taken AFTER your BOC Training? For 
example (give them the first 3 options as examples, “or something else”?) 
 
Bin answers in into these Action Types for follow up questions 

a. Lighting changes 
b. Economizer and Ventilation control changes 
c. HVAC Equipment Scheduling or Space Temperature changes 
d. Fan optimization/Air Distribution upgrades 
e. Chiller / Chilled Water System Changes 
f. Water Pump optimization changes 
g. Boiler/Hot Water/ Steam System Changes 
h. Package/Split-System HVAC Changes 
i. Domestic Hot Water changes such as new faucets, showerheads or water heaters 
j. OTHER changes not mentioned above. Please describe. 

 
 

14. Which of these did you receive a CPAU rebate for? 
 

15. I’m going to ask you more detail about your actions that you DIDN’T receive CPAU rebates for. 
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For each type of action that wasn’t rebated, ask: 

a. For which facilities (if more than 1) did you do take the action?  

b. What specific actions did you take? (See Excel sheet with detail for each measure type.) 

c. What area (approx. sq footage) was affected by the action. 
 
 
 
BOC TRAINING FEEDBACK – 3 mins 

16. Do you have any analysis of energy savings from the non-rebated actions, such as calculations or 
energy bill analysis? If so, would you be willing to send it? We will keep it anonymous. [Jacob, 
maybe use as an anonymous case study] 

a. Yes 
b. No, I don’t have it.  
c. No, I will not provide it.  

 
17. Overall, how satisfied were you with the BOC training, on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is very 

unsatisfied and 5 is very satisfied? [if they were not satisfied, give reasons] 
a. 1 
b. 2 
c. 3 
d. 4 
e. 5 

 
18. Would you offer the same training to others in your facilities?  

a. Yes 
b. No 

 
19. Would you be interested in Level II training? 

a. Yes 
b. No 

i. Level II Training Descriptions: 
ii. 61 hours of training and elective coursework in equipment 

troubleshooting and maintenance 
iii. NEW in 2018 — Enhanced BOC Level II coursework prepares 

building operators to evaluate the operational performance of 
their buildings with a focus on improving energy efficiency. 
Operators learn how to collect and analyze building data in 
order to prepare a building walk-through plan to identify 
opportunities to improve performance. Optimizing HVAC 
control systems for energy efficiency is highlighted with an 
emphasis on equipment sequence of operation and functional 
testing. They apply the data collection and analysis steps to 
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their own building through a 5-part set of project assignments 
completed between class sessions. 

iv. Courses: 
v. Core 

1. BOC 2001 Building Scoping for Operational 
Improvements 

2. BOC 2002 Optimizing HVAC Controls for Energy 
Efficiency 

3. BOC 201 Preventive Maintenance & Troubleshooting 
Principles 

4. BOC 202 Advanced Electrical Systems Diagnostics 
5. BOC 203 HVAC Troubleshooting & Maintenance  
6. BOC 204  HVAC Controls & Optimization 

vi. Supplemental Classes (2 offered per course series) 
1. BOC 211 Motors in Facilities 
2. BOC 212 Water Efficiency for Building Operators 
3. BOC 213 Mastering Electric Control Circuits 
4. BOC 214 Introduction to Building Commissioning 
5. BOC 215 Electric Motor Management 
6. BOC 216 Enhanced Automation and Demand 

Reduction 
vii. www.theboc.info for more info 

 
20. Would it be okay if we contacted you in the future for any information we may have forgotten to 

ask for? 
a. Yes  
b. No 

 
Thank you so much again for your time. 
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Excel sheet with probes for individual measures 
 
 

System 
For Unit Replacements (get both) For Equip Add On (also collect Unit 

Replacement info) For Optimization Measure (also collect Unit Replacement info) 

Existing Interview 
Notes Proposed Interview 

Notes Measure Parameter Interview 
Notes Measure Parameter Interview Notes 

Boiler 

Subtype & steam vs 
HW   

Subtype & 
steam vs 
HW 

  

Add VFD to 
draft 
/combustion 
fan 

Fan hp   Hot water 
reset 

pre- and post- 
reset schedule 
(HWT vs OAT or 
% Load)   

Qty   Qty   Add VFD to 
heating loop 

# pumps & 
hp/pump   Replace steam 

traps # steam traps 
  

Capacity    Capacity   Insulate 
piping 

linear ft of 
pipe,  
pipe 
diameter, 
% of pipe 
indoor vs 
outside 

  OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters 

  

Supply steam press or 
HW temp   

Supply 
steam 
press or 
HW temp 

            

  

Efficiency (%) 
(nominal rated)   

Efficiency 
(%) 
(nominal 
rated) 

            

  

OSA Lockout temp   
OSA 
Lockout 
temp 

            
  

Months the Boiler 
Operates   

Months 
the Boiler 
Operates 

            
  

Chilled 
Water Subtype   

Subtype 
(note if 
variable 
speed) 

  
Add VFD to 
chilled water 
loop 

# pumps & 
hp/pump   Chilled  water 

reset 

pre- and post- 
reset schedule 
(CHWT vs OAT 
or % load)   
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Qty   Qty   Insulate 
piping 

linear ft of 
pipe,  
pipe 
diameter, 
% of pipe 
indoor vs 
outside 

  
Optimize 
chiller 
sequencing 

ideally the 
sequence of 
operation 
(staging plan by 
load and chiller 
capacity/eff)   

Capacity    Capacity    
Install 
waterside 
economizer 

specifications 
AHU Supply 
Air temp 

  OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters   

Efficiency & unit   Efficiency 
& unit   

Install 
evaporative 
condenser 

specifications       
  

CHW Supply temp   
CHW 
Supply 
temp 

  Thermal 
stoarge 

type, 
capacity, full 
or peak load 
offset 

      

  

OSA Lockout temp   
OSA 
Lockout 
temp 

            
  

Months the Chiller 
Operates   

Months 
the Chiller 
Operates 

            
  

Cooling 
Tower 
Optimization 

Subtype   

Subtype 
(note if 
variable 
speed fan) 

  Add VFD to CT 
fan 

# fans & 
hp/fan   Condenser  

water reset 

pre- and post- 
reset schedule 
(CWT vs OAT or 
% load) 
Chiller type, 
capacity & 
nominal eff   

Qty   Qty         OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters   

Capacity    Capacity                

Rating:  gpm/fan hp or 
Btu/hr-hp   

Rating:  
gpm/fan 
hp or 
Btu/hr-hp 
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CW Supply temp   CW Supply 
temp               

Chiller OSA Lockout 
temp   

Chiller 
OSA 
Lockout 
temp 

            

  

Months the Chiller 
Operates   

Months 
the Chiller 
Operates 

            
  

Domestic 
Hot Water 

Primary water Heating 
Fuel 

              
  

Tank, Tankless, Heat 
Exchanger 
if Ht Xch get rating for 
primary source 

  

Tank, 
Tankless, 
Heat 
Exchanger 
if Ht Xch 
get rating 
for 
primary 
source 

  Low Flow 
Device 

Type, 
quantity by 
type, pre & 
post flow 
rating by 
type 
What 
percent of 
total HW 
fixtures 
(faucet, 
shower & 
other) were 
replaced 

  OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters 

  

Qty   Qty   Solar Water 
Heat 

Qty & rating 
(or sf) of 
panels 

      
  

Capacity    Capacity                
Efficiency   Efficiency               

Gas or electric   Gas or 
electric               

# Month/Yr in use   
# 
Month/Yr 
in use 

            
  

HW Supply temp   HW Supply 
temp               
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Economizer 
& 
Ventilation 

AHU Type 
Single Zone 
Dual Duct 
Multizone 
Reheat 
VAV 

            Repair 
Economizer 

% OSA that 
economizer was 
introducing 

  

Supply CFM for each 
AHU             Reduce OSA 

Ventilation 
pre & post % 
OSA   

Supply/Return/Exhaust 
fan hp for each AHU             OSA instead of 

Cooling 

pre & post % 
OSA vs Outside 
Air temp or 
Mixed Air temp 
vs Outside Air 
temp   

AHU Operating 
Schedule             Reset Supply 

Air temp 

pre & post 
Supply Air and 
Mixed air temp 
set point or 
reset vs Outside 
Air temp   

Supply Air temp or 
Reset Schedule             

Demand 
Control 
Ventilation 

pre economizer 
control and % 
time the DCV 
spaces are not 
occupied when 
AHU is operating   

Typical Return Air 
temp             OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters   

Heating or Cooling 
System Lockout temp                 

  

Collect the appropriate 
Base System Unit             Match AHU 

schedule to 
Collect pre & 
post   
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HVAC 
Scheduling/ 
Temperature 

information from 
above for each 
measure. 
 
For pumps and fans 
collect quantity, motor 
hp, motor eff, unit 
flow. 

space 
occupancy 

schedule/set 
point/operations 
information 

            Schedule 
boilers   

            

Schedule 
optimum 
starts for AHU 
system   

            Schedule 
exhaust fans   

            Schedule 
pumps   

            
Schedule 
return/exhaust 
fans   

            

Reduce 
simultaneous 
heating and 
cooling   

            
Schedule fan-
powered/VAV 
boxes   

            
Schedule fan-
powered 
boxes   

            
Reset supply 
air 
temperature   

            Schedule 
heaters   

            Other   

Fan 
Optimization Fan Service   Fan 

Service   Install Fan 
VFD 

# fans & 
hp/fan 
getting VFD 

  
Reduce/Reset 
Duct Static 
Pressure 

pre & post 
schedule/set 
point   
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& Air 
Distribution 

Type of Fan 
  Centrifugal 
  Axial 
  Propellor 
  Plug 

  

Type of 
Fan 
  
Centrifugal 
  Axial 
  Propellor 
  Plug 

  Insulate Ducts 

sf of effected 
duct 
air 
temperature 
in duct 
% of duct 
inside vs 
outside 
R-value of 
insulation 

  

Reduce Static 
Pressure 
Losses 
  Filters 
  Clean coils/ht 
xch 
  Dampers 
  Other 

Estimate of 
reduction in 
pressure loss in 
inches wc or % 

  

Motor hp & eff   Motor hp 
& eff         Seal Ductwork 

Estimate of 
original airflow 
loss - cfm 
Temperature of 
air in duct   

Fan efficiency   Fan 
efficiency         OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters   

Fan rated cfm & static 
pressure   

Fan rated 
cfm & 
static 
pressure 

            

  

Fan Speed Control   Fan Speed 
Control             

  

Operating schedule   Operating 
schedule             

  

Lighting 

Fixture type   Fixture 
type   Occupancy 

Sensor 

Sensor type 
Total 
controlled W 
Exist 
operating hr 
Type of 
space 

  OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters 

  

Lamp type   Lamp type   Daylighting 
Control 

Total 
controlled W 
Exist 
operating hr 
Type of 
space 
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Qty   Qty   Photocell 
Control 

Total 
controlled W 
Exist 
operating hr 

      

  

Lamp Watts   Lamp 
Watts   

Lighting 
Control Panel 
(sweep/timer) 

Total 
controlled W 
Exist 
operating hr 
Type of 
space 

      

  

Ballast type as 
applicable   

Ballast 
type as 
applicable 

  
Bi-level 
Control w 
Sensor 

Total 
controlled W 
Exist 
operating hr 
Type of 
space 

      

  

Annual Operating 
Hours   

Annual 
Operating 
Hours 

            
  

Water Pump 
Optimization 

Pump Service   Pump 
Service   Install Pump 

VFD 

# pumps & 
hp/pump 
getting VFD 

  OTHER 

appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters   

Type of Pump 
  Centrifugal 
  Turbine 
  Positive Disp 
  Other 

  

Type of 
Pump 
  
Centrifugal 
  Turbine 
  Positive 
Disp 
  Other 

            

  

Motor hp & eff   Motor hp 
& eff               

Pump efficiency   Pump 
efficiency               

Pump rated gpm & 
head   

Pump 
rated gpm 
& head 

            
  

Pump Speed Control   
Pump 
Speed 
Control 
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Operating schedule   Operating 
schedule             

  

Other 
Actions 
 
collect 
appropriate 
base & post 
operating 
parameters.  
 
If Process 
Heat or Hot 
Water, 
collect fuel 
type. 
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